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Glossary and Definitions
Assembly
An accumulation of subassemblies and/or components that perform specific functions
within a system. Assemblies can consist of subassemblies, components, or both.
Certification
The process of assuring that experiment hardware can operate under adverse Space
Station Freedom environmental conditions. Certification can be performed by analysis
and/or test. The complete SSFP definition follows. Tests and analysis that demonstrate
and formally document that all applicable standards and procedures were adhered to in
the production of the product to be certified. Certification also includes demonstration of
product acceptability for its operational use. Certification usually takes place in an
environment similar to actual operating conditions.
Certification Test Plan
The organized approach to the certification test program which defines the testing
required to demonstrate the capabiLity of a flight item to meet established design and
performance criteria. This plan is reviewed and approved by cognizant reliability
engineering personnel. A quality engineering review is required and comments are
furnished to Reliability.
Component
An assembly of parts, devices, and structures usually self-contained, which perform a
distinctive function in the operation of the overall equipment.
F_,xper_ent
An investigation conducted on the Space Station Freedom using experiment unique
equipment, common operational equipment of facility.
Expemnent Developer
Govemmem agency, company, university, or individual responsible for the development
of an experiment/payload.
Experiment unique hardware
Hardware that is developed and utiliT_ed to support the unique requirements of an
experiment/payload.
Facility
Hardware/software on Space Station Freedom used to conduct multiple experiments by
various investigators.
Flight Increment
The interval of time between shuttle visits to the Space Station Freedom.
operations are planned in units of flight increments.
Station
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Flight increment planning
The last step in the planning process. Includes development of detailed resource
schedules, activity templates, procedures and operations supporting data in advance of
the final processing, launch and integration of payloads and transfer of crew.
Ground operations
Includes all components of the Program which provide the planning, engineering, and
operational management for the conduct of integrated logistics support, up to and
including the interfaces with users. Logistics, sustaining engineering, pre/post-flight
processing, and transportation services operations are included here.
Increment
The period of time between two nominal NSTS visits.
Interface simulator
Simulator developed to support a particular Space Station Freedom or NSTS
system/subsystem interface to be used for interface verification and testing in the S&TC
and/or SSPF.
Integrated logistics support
Includes an information system for user coordination, planning, reviews, and analysis.
Provides fluid management, maintenance planning, supply support, equipment, training,
facilities, technical data, packaging, handing, storage and transportation. Supports the
ground and flight user requirements. The user is responsible for defining specific
logistics requirements. This may include, but not be limited to resupply return in term of
frequency, weight, volume, maintenance, servicing, storage, transportation, packaging,
handling, crew requirements, and late and early access for launch site, on-orbit, and post-
mission activities.
Integratedrack
A completely assembled rack which includes the individual rack unique subsystem
components. Verification at this level ensures as installed component integrity,intra-
rack mechanical and electrical hookup interface compatibility and mechanisms
operability (drawer slides, rack latches, etc.).
Integration
A J/ the necessary functions and activities required to combine, verify, and certify a//
elements of a payload to ensure that it can be launched, implemented, operated, and
returned to earth successfully.
Orbit replaceable unit (ORU)
The lowest replaceable unit of the design that is fault detectable by automatic means, is
accessible and removable (preferably without special tools and test equipment or highly
¢killed/trained personnel), and can have failures fault-isolated and repairs verified. The
ORU is sized to permit movement through the Space Station Freedom Ports.
X
Payload integration activities
Space Station Freedom payload integration activities will include the following:
Pre-integration activities shall include receiving inspection, kitting, GSE preps and
installation, servicing preps and servicing, post deliver verification, assembly and staging
(off-line labs), rack and APAE assembly and staging, alignment and post assembly
verification.
Experiment integration activities shall include experiment package installation into racks,
deck carriers, platforms, etc., and payload to Space station interface verification testing.
When the Freedom element is available on the ground, Space Station Freedom
integration activities (f'mal interface testing) shall include rack or attached payload
installation into Freedom element (e.g., pressurized element, truss structure, platform)
and shall include payload-to-element, interface verification, followed by module, truss,
or platform off-loading of experiments, as required, for launch mass for follow-on
increments, Space Station Freedom integration activities shall include rack or attached
payload installation into the logistics element and verification of the payload-to-logistics
element interface.
Integration activities (final interface testing) shall include: rack or attached payload
installation into Space Station Freedom element (e.g., lab module, truss structure,
platform) on the ground, when available, and shall include payload to element interface
verification, configure and test for station to station interface verification, followed by
module, truss or platform off-loading of experiments, as required, for launch mass.
Launch package configuration activities shall include configuring for launch and testing
station to NSTS interfaces, (if required), stowage and closeout, hazardous servicing, (if
required), and transport to the NSTS Orbiter.
NSTS Orbiter integrated operations activities shall include insertion of the launch
package into the orbiter, interface verification (if required), pad operations, servicing,
closeout, launch operations, and flight to Space Station Freedom.
On-orbit integration activities shall include payload installation and interface verification
with Space Station Freedom.
Hardware removal that includes rack-from-module and experiment-from-rack removal
activities.
Payload life cycle
The time which encompasses all payload activities from definition, to development
through operation and disbursement.
Permanent manned capability (PMC)
The period of time where a minimum of capabilities are provided, including required
margins, at the Space Station Freedom to allow crews of up to eight on various tour
xi
durations to comfortably and safely work in pressurized volumes indefinitely. Also
includes provisions for crew escape and EVA.
Physical integration
The process Of hands.on assembly of the experiment complement; that is, building the
integrated payload and insta/ling it into a standard rack, and testing and checkout of the
staged payload racks.
Principal Investigator
The individual scientist/engineer
operation of an experiment/payload.
responsible for the definition, development and
Rack staging
The process of preparing a rack for experiment/payload hardware physical integration:
encompasses all pre-integration activities.
Space Station Freedom
The name for the first Unites States permanently manned space station. It should always
be interpreted as global in nature, encompassing all of the component parts of the
Program, manned and unmanned, both in space and on the ground.
Subassembly
Two or more components joined together as a unit package which is capable
disassembly and component replacement.
of
Subsystem
A group of hardware assemblies and/or software components combined to perform a
single function and normally comprised of two or more components, including the
supporting structure to which they are mounted and any interconnecting cables or tubing.
A subsystem is composed of functionally related components that perform one or more
prescribed functions.
Verification
The process of cortfimaing the physical integration and interfaces of an
experiment/payload with systems/subsystems and structures of the Space Station
Freedom. The complete SSFP definition follows. A process that determines that
products conform to the design specification and are flee from manufacturing and
workmanship defects. Design consideration includes performance, safety, reaction to
design limits, fault tolerance, and error recovery. Verification includes analysis, testing,
inspection, demons_ation, or a combination thereof.
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Background
The JSC Life Sciences ProjectDivision has been directlysupporting NASA Headquarters, Life
Sciences Division, in the preparation of data from JSC and ARC to assist in defining the Space
Biology Initiative (SBI). GE Government Services and Horizon Aerospace have provided
contract support for the devel_nent and integration of review data, reports, presentations, and
detailed supporting data. SBI Definition (Non-Advocate) Review at NASA Headquarters, Code
B, has been scheduled for the JuneJuly 1989 time period. In a previous NASA Headquarters
review, NASA determined that additional supporting data would be beneficial in clarifying the
cost factors and impact in the SBI of modularizing appropriate SBI hardware items. In order to
meet the demands of program implementation planning with the definition review in late spring
of 1989, the definition trade study analysis must be adjusted in scope and schedule to be
complete for the SBI Definition (Non-Advocate) Review.
1.2 Task Statement
The objective of this study is to define the relative cost impacts (up or down) of developing
Space Biology hardwa_,'e using design modularity and commonality. R_ommendations for how
the hardware development should be accomplished to meet optimum design modularity
requirements for Life Science investigation hardware will be provided. In addition, this study
wiU define the relative cost impacts of implementing commonatity of hardware for all Space
Biology hardware. Cost analysis and supporting recommendations for levels of modularity and
commonality will be presented. The study will provide a mathematical or statistical cost
analysis method with the capability to support development of production design modularity and
commonality impacts to parametric cost analysis.
1.3 Application of Trade Study Results
The SBI cost definition is a critical dement of the JSC submission to the SBI Definition (Non-
Advocate) Review and the results of this trade study are intended to benefit the developmem of
the SBI costs. It is anticipated that the GE PRICE cost estimating model will be used to assist in
the fonmulation of the SBI cost definition. The trade study results are planned to be produced in
the form of factors, guidelines, rules of thumb, and technical discussions which provide insight
on the effect of modularity/commonality on the relative cost of the SBI hardware. The SBI cost
estimators are required to define input parameters to the PRICE model which control the cost
estimating algorithms. These trade study results can be used as a handbook of cost effects by the
SBI cost estimators in developing and defining the required PRICE input parameters.
1.4 Scope
The space biology hardware to be investigated has been defined and baselined in Appendix A
Space Biology Hardware Baseline (SBHB). By study contract direction, no other space biology
hardware has been considered. The complexity and importance of the subject could warrant an
extensive study if unlimited time and resources were available. However, due to the practical
needs of the real program schedule and budget, the depth of study has been adjusted to satisfy
the availableresourcesand time. In particular,cost analyseshaveemphasizedthedetermination
of influential factorsandparametricrelationshipsratherthandevelopingdetailed,numericalcost
figures. While program objectivesandmission definitions may be stable in the early program
phases,hardware item specifications are often elusive and change many times before f'mal
design. For this reason, the trade study analyses have focused on the category and function of
each hardware item (Table 1.4) rather than the particular, current definition of the item. In the
process of acquiring trade study data, certain information could be considered a snapshot of the
data at the time it was recorded for this study. The data have been analyzed as def'med at the
time of recording; no attempt has been made to maintain the currency of acquired trade study
data.
1.5 Methodology
The methodology used in performing the Modularization/Commonality Trade Study, shown in
Figure 1.5, consists of the initial, important phase of search and acquisition of related data;
followed by a period of data integration and analysis; and, finally, the payoff phase where
candidate items and implementation factors, including design modularity and commonality
impacts to parametric cost analysis are identified.
1.5.1 Data And Documentation Survey
A literature review and database search were conducted immediately upon study initiation.
Information pertaining to the modularization of commercial and space flight research hardware
was considered for applicability to the study task.
1.5.2 Database Development
An analysis of the trade study data needs was performed to provide an understanding of the
logical database design requirements. Based on the knowledge gained in the database analysis,
the trade study data su_ctures were developed and implemented on a computer system. The
pertinent information collected from the data and documentation survey was input to the trade
study database.
1.5.3 Costing Techniques Summary
Costing techniques used in previous projects were surveyed and historical cost factors were
collected for review of applicability to this trade study. The applicable data were identified for
use in cost analysis to demonstrate relative cost impacts of modularization/commonality for
space biology technology hardware.
1.5.4 Survey Data Integration
The Space Biology Hardware Baseline was reviewed and the facilities, assemblies,
subassemblies, components, and functions of this hardware that have the potential for design
modularity and commonality were identified as candidates for design modularity and
commonality. The technical data collected from the survey were integrated with the Space
Biology Hardware Baseline database and a matrix of candidate functions, specifications, cost
Analysis, design modularity and commonality applications will be developed.
The initial survey data analysis was performed to select a sample of the SBHB items which
could be potential candidates for modularization. With limited study time and a SBHB of 93
referenced hardware items, Appendix A, a method was needed to separate the items which could
have the most cost impact and were worthy of study resource application. The "initial few and
trivial many" method (SBI #96) was used. This method applies the principal that in any
population which contributes to a common effort (cost), A relative few of the contributors
account for the bulk of the effort (cost). ALl SBI-IB items were Listed in descending order of
probable acquisition cost. Weight was used as an indication of probable acquisition cost based
on historical experience in previous space programs. It was found that 34 percent of the items
(32 items) accounted for 93 percent of the mass or probable cost (Table 5.3). Therefore,
consideration was immediately Limited to these 32 items. The modularization candidate sample
set was chosen from Table 5.4-1 baaed on amenability to modularization and commonality. This
list of 32 items does not mean the remaining 61 (93-32) items are of lesser importance in
obtaining space biology information.
The sample set was then subjected to a more detailed analysis to determine important factors
relative to commonality and to select the most representative functions/assemblies for final
analysis. By this process, a reasonable effort could be devoted to analyze the impact more
thoroughly.
1.5.5 Cost Analysis
Analyses were performed to demonstrate the relative cost impact for modularity and
commonality within the candidate hardware items. Additional study was dedicated to the Final
selected item. Based on this cost assessment and historical data, the relative relationship of
modularization/commonality to space biology hardware cost was assessed.
1.6 Definitions
1.6.1 Modularity
Modularizafion is the packaging of the instrument equ/pment in units which correspond to
system functional elements in such a way that the units can be easily removed, replaced, and
recomfigured.
1.6.2 Commonality
Commonality refers to the commonness of an individual (item) "COMMON" from latin
"communis" is defined as "belonging to or shared by two or more individuals or by all members
of a group. It can broadly be defined as the use of identical, interchangeable, functionally
compatible or similar items to satisfy different sets of functionally similar requirements.
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Table 1.4 SBI Hardware Categories and Functions
SB][ HARDWARE CATEGORIES
Cardiovascular
Cytology
Environmental Monitoring
Exobiology
Hematology
Histology
Logistics
Miscellaneous
Neurophysiology
Plant Sciences
Pulmonary
Surgical Science
Urology
FUNCTIONS (Appliqable to each Category_)
Analysis
Calibration
CELSS
Collection
Health Maintenance
Measurement
Preparation
Stowage
4
Figure 1.5 Space Biology Initiative Definition Review Trade Study Logic Flow
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2.0 Executive Summary
2.1 Assumptions And Groundrules
In the process of performing the subject trade study, certain data or study definition was not
available or specified. Assumptions and groundrules have been established to document, for the
purposes of this trade study, the definition of important information which is not definite fact or
is not available in the study time period. Major assumptions and groundrules which affect the
four EEI trade studies are provided in a list common to all of the studies (Table 2.1-1). The
assumptions which primarily affect the design modularity and commonality study are
documented in a separate list (Table 2.1-2).
2.2 SBI Functional Element Candidates for Modularization/Commonality
The baseline candidate list of 93 SBI hardware items is shown in Appendix A with an "S" by
each item. Space flight history has established that project costs are mostly significantly
affected by space equipment weight. To determine which SBI hardware warranted the most
study resources, the SBI hardware list was prioritized by mass (Table 2.2-1 repeated from
Table 5.2-1) showing the top 32 items which represent 93% by mass, 87% by volume and 87%
by power (watts) of the total 93 items.
The 32 hardware items in Table 2.2-1 were reviewed and selective judgements were recorded on
the potential for rnodularization (Table 2.2-2 repeated from Table 5.2-2). Each SBI hardware
item was analyzed to determine if the entire item can be modularized or at least a portion of the
components could be modularized. The confidence level is an indication of the knowledge and
understanding of the individual items at the time of this study. There are five (5) items in this
list where there was insufficient data to make an estimation for modular/ty/commonality
(marked NO on Table 2.2-2). There ate four (4) items on this list that are marked with a "P" for
Pulmonary Group and four (4) marked "PL" for Plant Monitoring Group. The Pulmonary Group
has a total of eleven (11) hardware items (#56 thru 66 listed in Appendix A) with interrelated use
of hardware for the planned functions and experiments. The group will be treated as one item
for this trade study. It is assumed that most of the Pulmonary Group can be packaged or
modularized together. The heaviest items in the group is the mass spectrometer which can
possibly be used for other SBI functions. The details and practicality of adapting the mass
spectrometer to the different applications (Pulmonary functions, Plant Gas Chromatograph, etc.)
is not known at this time. The CELSS hardware item is presently planned as a separate
experiment, however the function of this hardware item is plant monitoring which is why it has
been grouped into this category.
The modularity candidate sample set (Table 2.2-3 is a repeat of Table 5.2.1) was derived by
removing those items that have insufficient data and little or no modularization potential. The
item in the two groups PuLmonary (P) and Plant Monitoring (PL) were left in this sample set
with a high confidence level that the group or a portion of the group could be packaged
(modularized) together.
The candidate hardware items were analyzed for common functions/assembliesby sortingthe
vitaldatabase listing(Table 5.2-3 and summarized in Table 2.2..0,).The level of commonality
6
was the lowest level possible with the available information. The Pulmonary Function
Equipment Storage Assembly hardware items show an amplifier as being common. This
particular hardware item would not use an amplifier; however, the Pulmonary Group would
more than likely use this function/assembly. This type of analysis was used throughout the study
for commonality. The number of common functions/assemblies will be subjective; however, the
methodology does show a large potential cost savings through commonality. The level of
commonality (i.e. assembly, sub assembly, component) has a direct effect on the implementation
of the common solution which in turn has a direct effect on the overall cost of the program
(SBI #89).
2.3 Modularity/Commonality Cost Impacts
The 15 candidates for modularity of the SBI hardware items are shown in Table 2.2-3. The cost
impact of modularizing these items would require a redesign for the existing hardware, (i.e.,
Pulmonary and Plant Monitoring Group) and a new design for other items. Redesign costs
would be much higher than new design of hardware in the conception phase. No cost analysis
data is presented in this trade study for modularity.
The commonality list of functions/assemblies is shown in Tables 2.2-4 and summarized in
Table 2.3. Table 2.2-4 shows some of the flmctions/assemblies for the 32 SBI hardware items.
The number of potential SBI hardware items using each function/assembly is shown in Table 2.3
with the possible cost reduction for each function. To estimate the potential cost reduction for
each SBI hardware item will require additional, more detailed information on the individual
functions, assemblies, subassemblies and components, (lowest level possible). As seen from
Table 2.3 the potential cost reduction is quite large for the first few units. After I0 items,
however, the cost reduction is essentially a flat curve. The details of developing the cost impact
analysis is in section 5.3.2.1.
2.4 Future Work
Future studies should include more details on all of the functions/assemblies (lowest level
possible) of the individual SBI hardware items. This information would then allow for a cost
impact analysis of the individual SBI hardware items versus just the functions/assemblies. There
is a high degree of confidence that with further, more detailed, trade studies there can be a large
cost savings of modules/common items within the SBI group as well as with in other Space
Station Freedom related activities. There may also be further cost savings with an analysis
between the different trade studies. Other SSF activities (i.e. CHeC, EDCO, and HMF will have
common hardware items and many of these will be flown on SLS-1 which could greatly reduce
development cost.
2.5 Conclusion Summary
The analysis of this modularity/commonality trade study indicates that there can be considerable
cost saving within these groups by modularizing the various assemblies and components for long
duration missions. The analysis of the functions/assemblies for commonality, regardless of the
factors that influence cost, shows that very large potential savings are available. Size (weight),
complexity, development cost, fabrication cost and learning factors can vary over any
7
foreseeable range of values, but common use of elements or assemblies will still produce large
savings. The analysis in section 5.3.2.1, which relates development cost, fLrst unit cost and
learning factors, vividly demonstrates this important finding.
As can be seen from Table 7-1 in Appendix C, modularity has a favorable affect on life cycle
costs in almost every step_ of a development, test, integration and operational life cycle.
Therefore, a small cOSt in weight to make a design modular will yield large programmatic return
over the whole Space Station life cycle. Modularity also can be implemented such that
improved commonaiity results. Select the correct items for commonality development (Table
2.2-4) and major cost savings become achievable.
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Table 2.1-1 Common SBI Trade Study Assumptions and Groundrules
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
Where project, hare'ware, and operations definition has been insufficient, detailed
quantitative analysis-has been supplemented with assessments based on experienced
judgement of analysts with space flight experience from the Mercury Project through the
current time.
Space flight hardware cost is primarily a function of weight based on historical evidence.
The effects of interrelationships with space biology and 1Re science hardware and
functions other than the SBI baseline hardware are not considered in the trade study
analyses.
Trade study information, once defined during the analysis for the purpose of establishing
a known and stable baseline, shall not be changed for the duration of the trade study.
Hardware life cycle costs cannot be studied with quantitative analyses due to the
unavailability of definition data on hardware use cycles, maintenance plans, logistics
concepts, and other factors of importance to the subject.
The SBI hardware as identified is assumed to be designed currendy without any special
emphasis or application of miniaturization, modularity, commonality, or modified
commercial off-the-shelf adaptations.
It is assumed that the required hardware performance is defined in the original equipment
specifications and must be satisfied without regard to implementation of minianadzation,
modularization, commonality, or modified commercial off-the-sheLf adaptations.
9
Table 2.1-2 Modularity and Commonality Trade Study Assumptions and Groundrules
t)
2)
Many of the SBI hardware items are interrelated, i.e., pulmonary group, plant
monitoring, etc., and were not treated as separate entities.
Any current SBI equipment hardware concept is subject to being redesigned to meet the
benefits of design modularity and commonality.
10
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Table 2..3- Commonality List of Functions/Assemblies
Function//qmembly H/W
List from Table 5.4.2
1 A_mo_i_olC_imqlm_lt0r
2 A/nplifimm
3 _,utomafion/Robotics
4 Camems/Vldso
5 Centrifuge
6 Computers & Accessories
7 Converter_
Oetector 
9 Disvlavs-Transducer
10 Environmental Contr01
11 Ruid Handling
12 Freezers
13 Gas Handlinq
14 Mass Spectrometer
15 Microbial Monitoring
16 Motom
17 Power Supply
18 Pumt_s
19 Radiation Handling
2O Recorders
21 Sample Prep AnimeJ
22 Sample Prep Human
23 Sample. Prep Plant
24 Sdntillatton Counter
25
Possible Number of SBI
H/W Items with Common
Functions/Assemblies
Storage Locker
Tamp.Press.Hum. Monitor
6
6
5
4
10
7
5
5
8
6
3
9
0
51-59
51-59
47-55
43-51
59-66
54-61
47-55
47-55
55-63
51-59
4 43-51
2 25-31
4
7
4
6
10
4
26 10
27 TherrnaJ/Shock Isolation 6
51-59
59-66
43-51
5 47-55
8 55-63
4 43-51
4 .43-51
59-6651-59
3.0 Trade Study Database
The trade study database has been implemented on the d.Base IV program by Ashton-Tate. The
database definition including a database dictionary is provided in Appendix D.
3.1 Database Files
Four types of dBASE IV fileswere created for the Space Biology Initiative (SBI) Trade Studies
database. These files are database files, index files, report files and view files. Database files
have the file name extension dbf. A database file is composed of records and records comprise
fields which contain the data. Index files have the file name extension ndx. Index files are used
to maintain sort orders and to expedite searches for specific data. Report fries have the file name
extension frm. Report files contain information used to generate formatted reports. View files
contain information used to relate different database (dbf) fries. View files link different
database files into a single view file.
3.2 Database Management
The development of the SBI Trade Studies database consist of two major steps, logical database
development and physical database development. Defining attributes and relationships of data
was the major emphasis of the logical database development. The attributes and relationships of
the data were determined after analysis of available data and constdtation with other SBI team
members. Based on the knowledge &om the logical database development, the physical
structure of the database was developed and implemented on a computer. Setting up the
database on a computer was the second major development process. The first step of this
process was to determine how to store the data. dBASE IV allows data to be stored as character,
numeric, date or logical data types. The second step was to create the database files. After the
database files were created, the actual data was entered. For a complete listing of the database
structures see Appendix D.
3.3 Database Use
To the maximum extent possible, data generated in performance of this trade study was stored in
the database. This approach not only facilitated analysis and comparison of trade data, but also
enabled the efficient publication and editing of tables and figures in the study report. In
addition, the data are available in the database for future evaluation using different screening
logic and report organization.
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4.0 Documentation Survey
An extensive survey was made to coUect all the latest information pertaining to Modularity &
Commonality and associated cost experience. Library searches were made using tides, authors,
key words, acronyms, phrases, synonyms, time periods and any possible related activities to
modularization and commonality. Interviews with personnel in the various scientific disciplines
were made throughout the initial portion of the study.
4.1 Documentation Sources
There were many personal & telephone interviews with knowledgeable personnel in the various
scientific fields. These interviews are summarized in Appendix B.
The following documentation sources were checked during the initial portion of the study.
4.1.1 Common SBI Trade Study Bibliography
The complete list of all references used in the four Eagle Engineering, Inc. trade studies is
provided in Appendix B. A unique SBI reference index number has been assigned to each
information source.
4.1.2 Trade Study Bibliography for Modularity & Commonality
Particular reference information from Appendix B that is of special importance to
modularity/commonality is repeated in Table 4.1.2.
4.2 Documentation Data
Cost effective reuse and checkout of hardware prior to launch will require an emphasis on
standard tests, long design history of components, and modularity in components with a readily
available set of spares. The program should emphasize maintainability, which must be made a
priority at the beginning of the program during conceptual design. Although the belief is
widespread that modularity and accessibility for maintenance and checkout will increase cost
and weight, the experiences of Solar Max and the prelaunch history of the Hubble Space
Telescope have refuted this thinking. The actual weight penalty for modularization of the
Hubble was less than 400 lbs. on a 25,000 lb system. Had the modularization been initiated at
conceptual design, Hubble Telescope engineers maintain there would not have been any weight
penalty. Both Solar Max and Hubble system engineers have stated that modularity (ref the
Space Assembly Maintenance and Servicing Study Report, USAF Space Division, 1988).
The Skylab program used a common amplifier for many of the Physiological Monitoring System
(PMS) sensors. Thin amplifier was microminiaturized and became the standard amplifier
throughout the program. The miniaturization was accomplished by reduction in size and weight
of the electronic sensors which also reduced the cost of the various modules in the different
hardware items. This same basic common rnicrominiaturized amplifier is scheduled for use by
the SBI Bioinsmmaentation & Physiological Monitoring Group. (Appendix A lists this group 3)
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5.0 Modularity/Commonality Trade Study
5.1 Guidelines for Modularity/Commonality Functional Elements
Modular functional elements are readily replaceable Modules should be plug-in with blind-
mating connectors, guides, and hold-down hardware that facilitates installation and removal.
Modular functional elements are readily maintainable Individual elements should have weU-
defined functional characteristics to facilitate trouble shooting and allow the use of automatic
test sets - module design should enhance accessibility for servicing.
Modular functional elements facilitate system modification and expansion Individual elements
should have well=defined interface characteristics of individual functions should be reasonably
general to atlow application flexibility.
Modular functional elements may not be adaptable to incorporation of technological advances.
The chosen functional level might not readily accbmmoclate a new approach to component
usage.
Common items should perform the same function as another item, which does not harm or
degrate the system performance of that individual hardware item.
5.2 SBI Hardware Sample Selection
The Space Biology Hardware Baseline list is shown in Appendix A. This list has 169 hardware
items, however, only 93 of these items axe categorized for SBI functions. This list was based-
lined December 1988 and then updated 23 March 1989. Many of these items are in the
conceptional phase; however, some are existing hardware items that are in existence today.
There will more than likely be future additions and deletions to this baseline list.
The initial survey data analysis was performed to select a sample of the SBHB items which
could be potential candidates for implementation of modularity and commonality. With limited
study time and a SBH:B of 93 items, a method was needed to separate items which could have
large cost impact and were worthy of study resource application. The following method was
used. AU SBHB items were listed in descending order of probable acquisition cost. Weight was
used as an indication of probable acquisition cost based on historical experience in previous
space programs. It was found that 34 percent of the items (32 items) accounted for 93 percent of
the mass or probable cost (Table 5.2-1). The accumulated volume (8.68 M _) of the 32 items
represents 87% of the total volume. The accumulated power (8455 watts) represents 82% of
total power requirements
The prioritized list of "vital" hardware items was considered for modularization and
commonality. This list was further examined for those items that can be considered as a sample
set of candidates for possible modularization (Table 5.2-2) and for commonality (Table 5.2-3).
This list showing the possible level of modularity and commonality was developed using all
available resources within the constraints of this trade study. This assessment of possible
candidates is based upon the best knowledge of the SBI hardware items at the time of this study.
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There will be additions and deletions from this list as new developments and techniques become
known.
5.2.1 Modularity Candidate Sample Set
All of the items in Table 5.2-2 were analyzed to determine if the entire item could be
modularized or at least a portion of the components within the item could be modularized. The
items that did not meet this category are marked with a No in the "Modularity Potential Column"
on Table 5.2-2. The confidence level is an indication of the knowledge and understanding of the
individual item at the time of this study. There are 5 items out of the 32 that had insufficient
data due to the fact that they are new developments still under the conception phase. There were
two areas where the items which have modularization potential were grouped together due to the
interrelationship of the individual items (fxmction checks and experiments requires more than
one item to complete) These two groups are labeled (P) for Pulmonary and (PL) for Plant
Monitoring. There are other areas which may be grouped together but were not considered in
the study. The Pulmonary Group has a total of (II) eleven hardware items (#56 thru 66
Appendix A Group 3A) Most of these items are interrelated which is why these items should be
packaged (modularized) together. A portion of this group is already packaged together and will
be flown on SLS-1 as Astronaut Lung Function Equipment (ALFE). The mass spectrometer is
the heaviest item ill this group and special handling will be required when dealing with gas
analysis (molecular fragments according to their atomic mass). There can be a tremendous cost
and weight savings if the mass spectrometer can be used for other SBI functions (Plant
Monitoring etc.). Some of the components ill the mass spectrometer may be common, however,
the details and practicality of adapting the unit to different applications is not known at this time.
The CELSS hardware item is presently being planned as a separate experiment for plant
monitoring ("crop growth research facility for seed-to-seed crop studies"). This appears to be
the same function as the other items for plant monitoring and was therefore placed in this group.
The modularity candidate sample set was derived by filtering the "vital" list in Table 5.2-2 to
remove SBI hardware items which did not appear to warrant analysis at this time. The sample
set (Table 5.2.1) resulted from removing hardware items from the "vital" 1/st that have:
A. Insufficient data to preform assessments.
B. No modularization potential and assessment confidence level is high.
C. Modularity potential,but the assessment levelislow (unlesspartof a group).
5.2.2 Commonality Candidate Sample Set
The candidate hardware items were def'med for commonality by sorting the
modularity commonality data base on the basis of having a common function/assemblies. The
"vital" hardware items were evaluated for the potential of containing functions/assemblies in a
representative list that was considered for this SBI trade study. A subjective analysis was
performed as to which hardware items might use each given function/assembly. The amplifier
has six areas where it might be used. The Pulmonary Function Equipment Storage Assembly
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hardwareitem would not use an amplifier; however, the Pulmonary Group will more than likely
use this function. This type of analysis was used throughout the study for commonality. The
numbers for con)mort items will be subjective; however, this methodology was used to make a
selection of those hardware items that may have possible potential cost savings through
commonality. The level of commonality was analyzed to the lowest level possible with the
available information: In most cases this was the assembly level or in a few cases subassembly.
The level of commonality has a direct effect on the implementation of the common solution and
the degree of commonality, Which also has a direct affect on the overall cost of the program.
tRef. SBI #88)
All 28 (32-4 with insufficient data) of the vital hardware items had some areas of commonality
(Table 5.2-3). The maximum number of common functions/assemblies shown on Table 5.2-3 is
ten (10) and the smallest number is one (I).
5.3 Relative SBI Modularization and Commonality Cost Impact Analysis
Since modularity and commonality have multielements related design aspects (i.e. it is difficult
to have successful modularity/commonality in a single equipment element), no example
hardware item candidate was selected for individual cost analysis. The subjects were addressed
in the multielement context or as related to the function that is modular or common.
5.3.1 Modularization Cost Impact Analysis
The redesign of the items listed for modularity will in most cases add additional cost. However,
this redesign cost if incorporated into the initial conception phase may not add cost to the item.
This initial increase in cost will in most cases be make up when life cycle analysis is
incorporated into the overall cost. (Appendix C Table 7-1) The grouping of the hardware items
may reduce an overlap in development cost if controlled by one organization.
5.3.2 Commonality Cost Impact Analysis
The candidate list of 32 hardware items was analyzed for commonality using the representative
list of 27 functions/assemblies. The number of "Vital" SBI hardware items having potential
application for each type of function/assembly has been compiled in Table 5.3.2. A lower level
of commonality (i.e. subassembly/component) would increase the number of potential functions
that would be common to the individual hardware items. This lower level of commonality may
also a/low for modtflarity of various subassemblies that would be common to more items. The
number of common items would have a direct effect upon other areas such as the number of
spares required, maintainability, transportation, packaging, storage, power requirements, crew
training, crew time tines, and other potential cost drivers.
5.3.2.1 Empirical Cost Relationships
Analysis of the relative cost impact resulting the use of various numbers of common
functions/assemblies in Table 5.3.2 must be based on empirical cost relationslfips since hardware
definitions are not available. Appendix C contains a detailed definition of cost assessment
techniques which can be applied to commonality. The techniques relate theoretical fu'st unit
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(TFU) cost to design and development (DD) cost and then applies learning factors to
demonstratethecostreductionpotential for commonapplicationof hardwarehaSBI.
To further demonstratehow this assessmentwas appliedto this tradestudythe formula usedfor
calculationswill berepeatedfrom Appendix C Section3.2.
CPt = D+Dcost(.35 or .15D&D x L.F.) N
CP!
D&D
TFU
L.F.
N
= Cost of a single program or one (1) item
= Design and Development Cost
= Theoretical First Unit Cost
= Learning Factor
-- Nmnber of Common Functions/Assemblies
For calculations used in this study
.15 and .35 D&D -- TFU
.80 -- L.F.
Range of 0 to (10) Ten = N
The Design and Development (D&D) cost factors of .15 and .35 were both used to give the
range for the Theoretical First Unit (TFU) cost. The learning factor (L.F.) has a wide range
based upon the type of hardware, type of fabrication, and type of manufacturing (automation).
Table 3-5 in Appendix C displays the range of learning factors. Tltis trade study used 80%
(0.80) as an average learning factor (L.F.). The number (N) of common functions/assemblies for
the SBI hardware items is from Table 5.2-3 (Data base print out). These numbers were
generated from the information available at the thne of this study. This same information on
Table 5.2-3 is repeated in Table 2.2-3 Executive Sunmaary.
Tim Figures 3-2 and 3-3 in appendix C were generated using (.35 D&D and .80 L.F. for Figure
3-2) and (.15 D&D and .80 L.F. for Figure 3-3) However, these figures only show (5) five items
(N) and are shown primarily to dramatize the tremendous cost reduction for the first few units.
5.3.2.2 Lot Certification
The certification of various lots within the SBI Program is not feasible at this time.
5.3.2.3 Design Cost Reduction
The design cost reductions of the SBI items can be seen in Table 5.3.2-1 which shows the best
possible candidates and the potential cost percentage reduction for these functions. This cost
reduction is for applications within the SBI hardware list. There may be considerable more
reduction if the trade study were to include other areas within Space Station Freedom. Many of
the SBI commonality functions are common to the functions of Crew Health Care (CHeC)
System, Extended Crew Operations (EDCO), and other Life Science activities. SBI #48 & 76.
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Tahie=
_..-i OataoaseLis::ngof SBI Hard_are Vital _.o Program Cos_ I=oactAnaIyszs
ITEm !
PRIORITIZED
BY MASS
HW ACCUM
ITEM t OF
; HARDWARE ITE_ NA_E ITEMS
ACCUM ACCUM ACCUM
MASS ACCUM MASS POWER VOLUME
Ikg) _AS5 PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT
I 16@
2 I69
3 84
4 77
4_5 _6
6 74
7 145
8 L_5
9 161
10 162
11 163
12 106
13 II3
14 6l
IS i,4
I'16 .,7
,J 63
18 lIO
19 115
20 138
21 34
22 16_
24 82
,_ 99
26 U)O
27 109
2B 129
29 57
30 III
31 119
32 i30
CELSS Test Facility
8_s 6rain Simulator
Soft Tissue ImagingSystem
Hard Tissue ImagingSystem
ScintillationCounter
Force Resistan(eSystem
AutomatedBicrobalSystem
Total HyrdocarbonAnalyzer
InventoryControlSystem
Lab materialsPackaging& HandlingEquipment
Test/Checkout/CalibrationInstrumentation
Neck Baro-Cuff
Blood Gas Analyzer
_ass Soectro=eter
Plant HLPC Ion Chro:atograp_
Head/TorsoPhantom
PulmonaryGas Cylinder Assembly
Plan_ 8as Chromatograoh/HassSpectrometer
Chemistry System
HematologySystem
Sa=o!e PreoarationDevice
ExperimentControlComouter System
PulmonaryFunctionEouiomentStowageAssembly
_otion AnalysisSystem
Ani=;l Biote:e=etrySystem
Blood Pressure and Flow Instrumentation
VenousPressure Transducer/_isplay
Cell Ha_dlin9 Accessories
Bag-in-Box
Plant 6as Cylinder Assembly
8as CylinderAssembly
Ceil Harvestor
1 1000.0
2 800.0
3 300.0
t36.0
= 90.0w
6 70.0
B 70.0
9 70.0
I0 70.0
11 70.0
12 70.0
13 45.2
14 45.0
IS 40.7
16 40.0
17 32.0
IB 30.0
19 25.0
20 23.0
_ 23,0
_6
23 22,0
24 20.1
25 20.0
_6 20.0
27 20.0
28 20.0
29 20.0
30 20.0
31 19.0
32 19.0
33 19.0
34 19.0
I000 28 13 19
1800 51 27 38
2100 59 35 48
2236 63 38 51
2326 66 42 E3
2396 68 45 _7
2466 70 46 59
2536 72 48 61
2606 74 53 63
2676 76 5B 65
2746 7B 60 67
2791 79 &l 69
2836 80 63 7O
2877 81 65 71
2917 83 67 72
2949 _3 67 73
2979 B4 67 7_
3004 85 68 76
3027 86 69 77
3050 86 71 7S
3072 87 73 79
3032 87 77 80
3112 B8 77 SO
o,_ 8'_ 77 9l
3152 89 78 81
317_ 90 80 _2
3192 90 81 82
3212 91 82 S3
3231 91 o_"_ 84
3250 92 B2 85
3269 92 B2 86
3288 93 82 87
NOTES:
i. Total number of SBI hardware items : 93.
2. 89 itemshave 3535 kg mass, 10,359Watts power, and I0 cubic metersvolume.
3. 4 item; are not currentlydefined,but all are small.
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Table 5.3.2 Commonality List of Functions/Assemblies
Function/Assembly H/W
List from Table 5.4.2
1 Aerosol Gener_0r
2 Amolifiem
3 Automation/Robotics
4 Cameras/Video
5 Centrifuge
6 Computers & Accessories
7 Converters
8 Oetectom
9 Displays-Transducer
10 Envimnmenl_ Control
11 Ruid Hendlinq
12 Freezers
13 Gas Handling
14 Mass Spectrometer
15 Microbial Monitoring
16 Motors
17 Power Supply
1_ Pump_
19 Radiation Handling
2O Recorders
21 Sample Prep Animal
22 Sample Prep Human
23 Sample Prep Plant
24 Scintillation Counter
25 Storage Locker
26 Temp.Press.Hum. Monitor
27 Thermal/Shock Isolation
Possible Number of SBI
H/W Items with Common
Functions/Assemblies
10
2
7
4
6
10
Percent Cost
Decrease
51-59
51-59
47-55
43-51
59-66
_4-_1
47-55
47-55
55-63
51-59
43-51
25-31
43-51
51-59
59-66
4 43-51
5 47-55
8 55-63
4
4
10
6
43-51
43-51
59-66
51-59
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6.0 Conclusions
6.1 Discussion
There appears to be a potentialcost savings for packaging (modularity) the various hardware
items into groups of related .activities and then have these supervised by one organization. The
optimum case is where identical items can serve multiple purposes and be controlled and
standardized by a single specification. The utilization of common components will enhance
modularity and standardization across all systems and result in design and operational cost
savings. Modularization/commonality should only be considered after assurance that all
candidate hardware items will provide the performance, reliability, safety, energy efficiency, and
can be worked within the program milestones as if they were developed as unique.
During the early phase of a conceptual design there may be little cost savings (may even add
cost) resulting from commonality. However, in the later phases these costs would more than
balance out by the elimination of duplicate design activity. These cost saving from commonality
could possibly be increased substantially when other programs (i.e. CHeC etc) are considered.
6.2 Implementation Guidelines
• Use commonality as extensively as possible, but use it on only two applications if only
two are available. The savings is substantial.
• To assess savings, use realistic learning factors. All SBI elements will be subject to
some degree of learning factor.
• Consider minor weight penalties as acceptable for purposes of implementing common
modules in design.
• Look outside SBI at CHeCs, etc., to broaden the opportunity to save cost.
6.3 Other Considerations
This trade study was limited to only SBI hardware for modularity and commonality. Future
studies should consider Crew Health Care System (CHeC), Extended Crew Operations (EDCO)
and other Life Science activities. The potential cost savings from having common
modules/components throughout all of these systems is substantial. The cost reduction for
spares,maintainability, transportation,packaging, storage, power requirements, crew training,
and other potential cost drivers should be considered in all future studies.
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Appendix A - SpaceBiology Hardware Baseline
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Appendix C - Cost Assessment Techniques Summary
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Relative Cost Impact Analysis Task
JSC and GE Government Services are developing the SBI hardware cost estimate to be presented
to NASA Headquarters. The cost related task in these trade studies is to develop and present
factors which assist the cost estimators in using tools to develop the effect of the trade study
specialty area (miniaturization, modularity and commonality, and Modified COTS) on SBI cost
estimates. The life cycle costs axe most important in judging the long term benefits of a new
project. However, consideration of life cycle costs requires knowledge of the probable project
life, operational use time lines, maintenance concepts, and logistics relationships. These data are
not available at the time of these initial trade studies. Therefore, the trade studies address
primarily the relative cost impact analysis of the design and development phase of the SBI. Life
cycle costs are dealt with on a comparative, subjective basis in order to illustrate the influence of
life cycle cost factors on the various trade study subjects.
1.2 Documentation Approach
The application of cost methods as applied to SBI trade studies involves some methods common
to all of the studies and others that apply uniquely to a specific trade subject. Therefore, the
selected approach to the problem is to deal with cost methods and cost trends in this appendix
that is to be a part of each study report. In the cost appendix, subsequent sections of Section 1.0
deal with various methods examined for the trade studies, Section 2.0 defines the cost estimating
relationship (CER's) and their factors and sensitivities, and Section 3.0 deals with specific
variations and parameters of interest with respect to each trade study. Sections 4, 5 and 6
provide brief discussions of testing, SE&I and project management costs, Section 7.0 life cycle
effects, and Section 8.0 summarizes the conclusions.
1.3 Cost Method Overview
Cost methods
below:
a.
considered and evaluated in the course of this effort include the basic types listed
Detailed cost build-up method. The detailed cost estimate is compiled using
estimates from specialists in the various design disciplines and is constructed
from a spread of hours required in design, labor rates, overhead and other factors
affecting the cost of DDT&E.
bo General Electric PRICE. The PRICE H model is a sophisticated cost modeling
program requiring a variety of inputs including weight, manufacturing complexi-
ties, and design complexity plus secondary factors.
C. Cost estimating relationship (CER's). The simplest cost estimating tools are
empirical relationships based primarily on system weight and derived to match
past experience on previous programs.
d, Cost impact analysis methods. Parametric studies to establish and/or to quantify
cost drivers and cost trend effects.
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The choicebetweentheforegoingalternativeswasnarrowedto optionsc andd which areusedin
combination as described in the balanceof this report. Imtial SBI cost estimateswill be
developed in a separateeffort using PRICE H. Therefore, the task in the trade studies is to
provide dataand/or factors which will be helpful in assistingcost estimators in the useof the
tools from which the actual estimates will be formulated. A secondary purpose is to develop
parametric trend data that will help the reader understand the potential impact of the various
trade study subjects on cost, i.e. miniaturization, commonality, and the use of commercial
products (COTS) in lieu of new design.
Empirical cost relationships use system weight as the primary factor in deriving development
and theoretical first unit (TFU) costs. A series of such relationships can be used to reflect the
inherent complexity of different types of space-borne systems, i.e., one relationship for
structural or mechanical systems, a second for packaged electronics, and a third for complex
distributed hybrid systems. This approach has its roots in past program experience in that the
end results are usually compared with past program actual costs and the relationships adjusted to
match what has happened on similar system development during their life cycle. References SBI
No. 60 and SBI No. 61 were used as a data source for CER's. Also, a discussion was held with
the cost analysis specialist at ISC and MSFC (ref. SBI No. 64 and No. 68) as part of the effort to
determine whether or not other cost work has been accomplished on the SBI trade study subjects.
As will be seen in the ensuing sections and in the trade studies proper, the results and trends also
employ second order effects such as the amount of new design required, the impact of sophisti-
cated technology and alternate materials.
Regardless of how one approaches the subject of cost development or cost trends there are three
fundamental principles are involved in evaluating costs, cost drivers and cost trends (ref. SBI
No. 65). These are as follows:
1. Estimates require reasoned judgments made by people and cannot be automated.
2, Estimates require a reasonably detailed definition of the project hardware that
must be acquired or developed before estimates can be made.
, All estimates are based upon comparisons. When we estimate, we evaluate how
something is like or how it is unlike things we have seen before.
The SBI Program estimates are particularly challenging because the definition of the hardware
items and the data that will permit comparisons is not detailed and complete. We are dealing
with some items in their earliest conceptual phase of definition.
A couple of study principles should also be mentioned because they may help us understand the
validity of the results we obtain. These are:
, The sensitivity that study results show to variations in assumption provides an
indication as to the fundamental nature of the assumption. If results are highly
sensitive to variations in assumption then the assumption should be used with
caution. Extrapolations are particularly hazardous in such instances. On the other
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hand if resultsare not highly sensitive,thenscaling over a wide range may be
feasible, although extrapolations of cost values can yield misleading results in any
event and should always be applied carefully.
. Parametric approaches may be necessary in order to understand trends due to the
absence of specific data for use in the study. Parametric in the sense used here
means the arbitrary variation of a given parameter over a range of expected
values, while holding other values constant.
The costing relationships used in SBI trade studies are applicable to space systems and are
founded on past programs as described in references SBI No. 60 and No. 61. The only ques-
tions, therefore, are whether or not they can be used on SBI hardware (which does use subsys-
tems similar in nature to other manned space systems) and how accurately they can be scaled to
fit the range of SBI sizes. Insofar as practical, these questions have been circumvented by means
of reporting cost trends in lieu of cost values.
2.1) General Development Cost Methods
2.1 Empirical Methods
As stated in Section 1.3 CER's are empirical cost estimating relationships that express expected
costs on the basis of past program experience. Empirical cost estimating requires some sort of
systems def'mition plus good judgement in the selection of the constants, and exponents. The
nature of a system element or assembly, and the size/weight of the item are primary cost drivers.
The most predominant variable is the exponent of the weight term in the following generalized
equation:
Cost = d.f * (C, (Wt)') + C: (Wt)"
Where wt --- weight of the system, module or assembly
n = an exponent selected on the basis of system complexity
d_ a factor reflecting the amount of new design required (design
factor)
C t = constant selected to establish the cost trend origin
C: = a constant to reflect special requirements such as tooling - can be
zero
Adjustments to the weight exponent and the constants yields values which show dramatic cost
increases as a function of weight but decreasing cost per pound as the weight is increased. Cost
relationships always show these trends when applied to launch vehicles, spacecraft, or payloads.
Therefore, it is assumed that they apply to biology equipment (for space) as well, Economies of
scale are present in all such systems. The larger the system, assembly, or component, the lower
its cost per pound. There is, however, a limitation to the applicability of CER's to SBI hardware
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due to sizelimitations. All CER's havearangeof applicability andproduceconsistentresultsm
terms of cost per pound over that range. The limitation comesinto play when extrapolating
outside the range of applicability, particularly where the size is small. Unfortunately, this
limitation may be a factor in SBI hardwareelementsand assembliesdue to their size being
relatively smallcomparedto mannedspacecraftsystems.Therefore,when a CER yields costsin
a very high range,on the order of $100,000/lb.or $220,000/Kg,or higher, caution and judge-
mentarenecessary to avoid the use of misleading results.
2.2 System Complexity Exponents (n)
Past experience in estimating costs with empirical methods suggests that the exponent, n,
increases with increasing system complexity and as a function of the degree to which a system is
distributed. For example, relatively simple, structure or packaged power modules may be repre-
sented by n = 0.2. The cost of more complex mechanical systems and structures which are
comprised of a variety of components and assemblies can be represented by an exponent, n = 0.4
and the most complex distributed electronics call for an exponent on the order of 0.5 to 0.6.
Inasmuch as the SBI systems involve all the foregoing elements plus sophisticated sensors, it
may be necessary to use exponents that are as high as 0.8 or 1.0 to represent cost trends of parts
of the SBI systems. Reference No. 60 uses an exponent, n, equal to .5 for development when
historical data are not available. This value has been used in SBI Reference No. 60 for displays
and controls, instrumentation and communications, all of which are comprised of distributed
electronics and is consistent with the range recommended here (.5 to .6).
The dramatic effect of the system complexity exponent is illustrated by Figure 2-1. Figure 2-I is
a plot of cost per pound vs. complexity exponent, n, for a range of values of n between 0.1 and
1.0. As can be seen from the figure, 1000 units of weight costs 0.2% per unit weight as much at
n = 0.I compared to the cost at n = 1.0. The point is that care must be exercised in making a
proper selection of exponent in order to achieve reasonable accuracy in estimating actual costs.
The historical use of lower exponents for simple, packaged systems, and the use of higher values
for complex distributed systems matches common sense expectations. To express it another
way, one can safely assume that the cost of a system will be influenced dramatically by the
number of different groups involved in the design, by the number of interfaces in the system, and
by the complexity of the design integration effort required. Distributed power and data systems
invariably cost more (per pound) to develop than do packaged elements. However, the degree
to which this applies to SBI is not clear due to the fact that biological systems tend to be more
packaged and less distributed than do other space systems.
2.3 Design Factors (df)
Figure 2-2 defines the design factors that represent the degree of new design required in a
development. On the low side is the factor representing the use of existing designs that require
very lit'tie modification, integration or testing. For all new current state-of-the-art designs which
involve no new technology, the design factor is 0.9 to 1.0. The factor for new design requiring
advancement in technology is expressed as greater than unity and can be as high as 2 or 3 for
efforts that dictate a multiple design path approach to achieve the desired goals. Price H refers
to this type of factor as the engineering complexity factor and uses design values similar to those
C-4
in Figure 2-2. However, Price H varies the experienceof the design team as well as the
complexity and the difficulty of the design.
2.4 Method Summary
The SBI trade studies will all -require a definition of system element size, complexity and degree
of new design. These factors may have to be varied over a range of probable values to evaluate
trends, but they will all come into play in costing comparisons.
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3.0 Cost Methods Applicable to Specific Trade Studies
Three of the four studies are discussed separately in this section although there are common
elements associated with them that were not covered in Section 2.0. The intent is to examine the
prime cost drivers that come into play with the subjects of miniaturization, modularity and
commonality, use of. COTS,-and compatibility between spacecraft. Rack compatibility is
covered in Section 7.4 under life cycle costs.
3.1 Hardware Miniaturization Cost Drivers
Fundamentally the variables of system (or component) weight, system complexity, and difficulty
of design all influence miniaturization cost trends. For the purposes of this section weight and
design difficulty will be varied, while system complexity will be treated as a series of constants,
each being evaluated separately. Materials changes will not be dealt with even though it is valid
to assume that the use of titanium, graphite, steel or composites will adversely affect cost. In
fact, the dense materials (titanium and steel) will adversely affect cost due to weight and cost due
to manufacturing complexity as well.
Given the foregoing exclusions, the miniaturization cost trends have been dealt with by paramet-
ric variation of the system size, and the degree of new design needed to achieve a given degree
of miniaturization. The selected values of miniaturization vary between 10% and 90% in
increments of 10%. In other words, if an unminiaturized system size is treated as 100%, Tables
3-I through 3-.4 show the effect on cost of weight reduction between zero and 90% on the f'trst
line. In order to include the effect of system complexity, Tables 3-1 through 3-4 are provided for
values of n = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8.
The columns in the tables vary the design difficulty between a minimum change (.i to .2 on
Figure 2-2) and an all new design (0.9 to 1.0 on Figure 2-2). However, Tables 3-2 through 3-4
show the minimum design change as tmity for reasons of simplifying the numbers. Thus the
minimum design change number becomes 1.0 in lieu of 0.15 and the all new design becomes 6.0
which represents a relative value, compared to the minimum change value, i.e. 0.90/0.15 = 6.0.
The use of Tables 3-1 through 3-4 is simple. Numbers less than 1.0 indicate a cost reduction and
the degree of same, while numbers above 1.0 represent cost increases and the relative size of the
increase. For example, using a 50% size reduction, and miniaturization requiring an all new
design (dr -- 6) for n = 0.4, table 3-2 shows that the cost will be on the order of 4 I/2 times the
cost for an unmodified item that is not miniaturized. In like manner, one can deduce that the
cost of an all new design that achieves a 90% reduction in size (was 20 Ibs., is 2.0 Ibs.) will cost
approximately 2 1/2 (2.4 from Table 3-2) the amount of an unmodified design.
Figure 3-1 is included to illustrate the cost trends for various systems complexity factors
between n = .2 and n = .8. The curves all use a design factor df = 1.0 and all have been
normalized so that the unminiaturized weight is unity. The purpose of Figure 3-I is to show the
effect of complexity factors on cost as weight is reduced. No design modification effects are
included in Figure 3-I so the curves indicate complexity trends only. To generate an estiznate of
the relative cost of mimaturizadon including redesign effects, one must multiply the cost factor
(Figure 3-1) by a design factor as is done in Tables 3-1 through 3-4.
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The examples are not meant to suggest that certaha combinations of miniaturization and design
difficulty are more rational than others, but were selected simply to demonstrate table usage. It
is conceivable that a modest degree of miniaturization is achievable with modest design (df = 2).
Caution is advised! for several reasons:
1. Some items cannot be reduced in size.
2. Some items _hould not be reduced ha size.
3. Significant size reductions may require technology breakthroughs in materials,
electronics, displays, etc. that could complicate the SB I development task.
4. Substitute materials will often negate weight reductions and raise costs even
higher than estimated by the tables.
Notwithstanding all the adverse possibilities, one could conceivably reduce size and cost by
miniaturizing an item or an assembly.
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3.2 Modularity and Commonality
Common system modules, assemblies or components can have a profound impact upon develop-
ment cost because of the potential savings associated with the use of a common module in more
than one SBI hardware item. The following examples serve to illustrate this fact.
Table 3-5 shows the impact of using learning to reduce costs. For example, consider the case
where sixteen units are to be constructed for a given SBI application of a system rack or drawer,
but the item in question can be used in four applications rather than in only a single place. If the
system is to be produced in small quantities, exotic tools and automation are not cost effective
and the item is normally assembled using piece parts. Such systems usually have learning
factors of 80%, i.e., each time the number of units is doubled (SBI Ref. No. 68), the cost of the
nth unit is 80% of the previous cycle's end product cost. To be specific, the 2rid unit costs .8
times the First unit, the 4th unit .8 times the second, etc. See Table 3-5. In the case of a built-up
drawer or rack which is used in four places, 16 units for prototypes, test, flight hardware, etc.,
becomes 64. As can be seen from Table 3-5, the cost of the 64th unit is 26.2% of the 1st unit
and 64% of the 16th unit. The average cost for 64 items is reduced to 37.4% of the first unit cost
compared to 55.8% of the First unit cost for 16 items. The lower the learning, the less dramatic
the unit cost reduction, but for any item that is fabricated by other than completely automated
processes, there is a cost reduction to be realized by common use in more than one application.
If one considers fl_e programmatic input of multiple applications, there also exists the opportuni-
ty to avoid duplicate design and development efforts. For the sake of simplicity, we will confine
this discussion to D&D plus fabrication and assume that four separate developments each require
a test program. This being the case, we can treat a single, dual, triple and quadruple application
in terms of the D&D effort and include the effect of reduced costs due to learning as well.
D&D -- Design and Development Cost
TFU = Theoretical First Unit Cost
L.F. = .80
Number of articles requited per application = 16
Then-
Let CP, =
Let 35% D&D-
Cost of a single program,
TFU Cost
C.P, = 1.0 D&D_., + [.35 D&D * L.F.] I6
1.0 D&D + [.35 D&D * .558] 16
C.PI =" 1.0 D&D + 3.1248 D&D = 4.1248 D&D
Normalized cost = C.P./4.1248 D&D
In a simila_ manner, the cost of 2, 3 and 4 applications can be calculated which yields the data in
Table 3-6.
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Quantity
TABLE 3-5
Learning Factor Table
All First Articles are 100%
2 4 8 16 24 32 66
Learning
Factor
N_
0.95
Aver.
95.0% 90.3% 85.7% 81.5% 79.0% 77.4% 73.5%
97.5% 94.4% 90.8% 87.0% 84.65 83.0% 79.1%
0.90
N _' 90.0% 81.0% 72.9% 65.6% 61.7% 59.0% 53.1%
Aver. 95.0% 88.9% 82.2% 75.2% 71.3% 68.5% 62.0%
0.85
N _ 85.0% 72.3% 61.4% 52.2% 47.5% 44.4% 37.7%
Aver. 92.5% 83.6% 74.2% 64.9% 59.7% 56.2% 48.3%
0.80
N _ 80.0% 64.0% 51.2% 41.0% 35.9% 32.8% 26.2%
Aver. 90.0% 78.6% 69.3% 55.8% 49.8% 45.9% 37.4%
_S:
l. N _ refers to the 24, 4 '_ etc article in the fabrication of identical articles by the same process
2."Aver.", refers to the average cost of the 1" through the 1_ article under the same conditions
3. The External Tank learning factor has been estimated at 80% (0.80) due to the relatively large amount
of manual labor that goes into the fabrication process. In general the more manual the process, the greater
the learning and the smaller is the number from the table that applies.
4. As the learning factors approach unity the reduction in cost for each succeeding cycle is reduced and
1.0 represents a fully automated process wherein the first article and the N _ article cost is the same.
5. For the purposes of the SBI trade studies we can use the guidelines that the manual fabrication and
assembly processes of sheet metal have learning factors of 80% to 90% while the more automated and
repetitive processes range between 90% and 95% or even as high as 97%. There probably won't be any
automated processes where the costs of a number of articles remains the same as the first article cost.
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Applications
1
2
3
4
5
Table 3-6
Cost of Multiple Applications
D&D Cost
1.0 (D&D)
.50 (D&D)
.33 (D&D)
.25 (D&D)
.20 (D&D)
Production
Cost
3.1248 (D&D)
5.1408 (D&D)
6.7704 (D&D)
8.3776 (D&D)
9.785 (D&D)
Normalized
Total Cost
Per Application
1.00
.74.4
.628
.568
.523
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Figure 3-2 is a linear plot of the foregoing informationbasedupon a theoretical f'u'stunit (TFU)
cost of 35% * (DD), Figure 3-3 is based on a TFU of 15% * (DD). Figures 3-2 and 3-3 illustrate
two facts. The first is that a significant cost reduction result from the use of hardware in more
than a single application. The second is that the point of diminishing cost return occurs rapidly
beyond the third application.
Modularity, although similar to commonality in some respects, offers other advantages as well.
However, one must acknowledge that modular designs may cost more initially than non-modular
designs due to the tendency for them to require added weight for packaging and more design
integration due to an increase in the number of interfaces present in the system. Nevertheless,
such systems have lower life cycle costs because of simplicity in assembly, repair, replacement,
problem diagnosis and upkeep in general. Also there axe the advantages of being able to upgrade
individual modules with new technology and/or design improvements without impacting the rest
of the system and without complicated disassembly and assembly to affect a module changeout.
Thus, if modules can be made common, the system possesses the attributes of modularization
and offers potential cost savings from the multiple use of various system modules. The long and
short of it is that the system cost can be reduced and the system flexibility and life cycle
attributes improved. Common elements in modular designs should be a major, high priority goal
in all SBI systems.
3.3 Modification of Existing Hardware (COTS) vs. New Hardware Build
Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware has been used for space applications sporadically
since the early days of manned space flight and it poses the same cost-related challenges today
as it did 25 years ago. The variables involved are the cost of the item, the cost of modification to
meet space flight requirements, and the cost of demonstrating the hardware's reliability ha
qualification testing.
Past experience indicates that the cost of hardware modification is normally the primary cost
factor of the cost dements listed. In an effort to assign an order of magnitude to modification
costs, the weight of the COTS, the degree of modification (design factor, dr), and the nature of
the system (weight and system complexity, n) are used as prime cost drivers. Table 3-6 and 3-7
show the cost of modification against size (wt), and for systems with complexity factors (n) of .2
and .4. The higher order complexity factors are assumed to be not applicable on the basis that
COTS is usually procured as modules or assemblies and then integrated into a larger system as
necessary.
The costs shown in Tables 3-7 and 3-8 are based upon the assumption that COTS modifications
are approximately the same cost as are redesigns to existing systems. The degree of modifica-
tion (or redesign) is reflected in the design factor, df. The degree of system complexity is
reflected by the system complexity factor, n. The range of weights over which these parameters
are varied was selected on the basis that few items to be modified would be heavier than 50 Kg
and that the small items less than 5 Kg would be procured as components or small assemblies
which would be used in the design of a new system. The assumed size limit can be modified if
necessary but were made to keep the number of weight variables in a reasonable size range with
modest increments between each one. Here, again, caution is needed when applying CER type
relationships to small items and to items where the portion of a hardware element being modified
is small. See paragraph 2.1 for a discussion of scaling limitations.
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Specific modifications to COTS may be simple enough to invalidate the assumption that
modifications and redesign costs are similar. If so, alternate COTS modification cost methods
will be required and will reflect greater savings. Thus, the foregoing assumption degrades
gracefully because it is conservative from a cost point of view.
A popular viewpoint today is-that modified COTS is always less costly than is a new design.
This belief is reflected in the emphasis on "make or buy" in recent NASA RF'P's and also in
recent cost seminars held by major aerospace companies. Nonetheless, some cost specialists
express the opinion that modifications to COTS greater than 30-35% probably makes a new
design preferable. The COTS vs. new design trade study deals with these subjects so this part of
the report will be confined to cost trends only. From flae viewpoint of modification costs alone it
appears straightforward that COTS has great cost reduction potential and should be seriously
considered whenever a commercially available system element exists that can be utilized ha SBI.
In order to illustrate the cost trends for modification costs and modification cost per pound,
Figure 3--4 and 3-5 are included. Figure 3.4 represents minor modifications (df = .15) and n = .2,
and, therefore, shows the lowest cost per pound of any of the cases in Tables 3-7 and 3-8. Figure
3-5 is for the case of substantiaI modifications and n = .4, df = .55 and thus represents a high side
cost case. The figures both show the trends that are typical for the values presented in the tables.
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Table 3-7 Cost of Modifying Commercial
Off-the Shelf Hardware
System Complexity Factor (n) =.2
Design
Weig_,. FaL-Ior
Part f Modified_._
Weight =5 kgs
Minor Mods
df=,15
Mod. Cost
Weight = 10 kgs.
Weight = 20 kgs.
Weight = 30kgs.
Weight = 40 kgs,
Weight = 50 kgs.
242.3
278.3!
1
!
I
J
t
i
319.7 1
i
I
I
1
1
1
346.7 !
I
i
376.0
384.0
i
i Cost/kg
I
I
I 4&46
E
I
27.83
15.99
11.56
9.182
7.681
Modest Mods
df,,.35
Mod. Cost
565.4
649.5
746.0
809.1
857.0
896.1
t
I Cost/kg
I
t
J
113.1
I
I
I
I
i 64.95
t
!
I
t
I
I
I
37.3
t
t
I
I
26.97
I
I
,,
I
I
21.42t
i
t
I
J
I
i 17.92
I
I
I
I
I
Substantial Mods
df=.55
Mod. Cost
888.5
1021
I
I
,,
t
1172 i
1
I
J
1
I
I
I
1271 :
I
1
I
I
t
I
I
t
I
I
I
I
1347 i
t
I
l
I
1408
I
t
1
I
I
i Cost/kg
I
I
! 177.7
I
I
I
I
l
102.1
I
I
58.62
42.38
33.67
28.16
Major Mods
df=.75
Mod. Cost
1212
1392
1599
1734
1836
1920
! Cost/kg
I
I
I
I
', 242.3
I
;
" 139.2
I
1
I
I
J
i 79.93
1
I
1
,,
_ 57.79
I
I
1
I
I
45.91
I
, 38.40
I
I
I
I
Notes: 1) All costs are in thousands of dollars
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Table 3-8 Cost of Modifying Commercial
Off-the Shelf Hardware
System Complexity Factor (n) =.4
Design
Weight_ Factor
P:f Modified__
Weight =5 kgs.
Weight = 10 kgs.
Weight - 20 kgs.
Weight = 30 kgs.
Minor Mods
df=, 15
Mod. Cost
391.4
516.5 !
I
I
I
I
I
I
681.5 !
I
I
I
I
I
8ol.5 i
i
i Cost/kg
t
i
I
I
I
1 78.28
I
I
I
I
51.65
34.08
26.72
Modest Mods
df,,.35
Mod. Cost
913.3
1205
I
I
I
t
I
I
t
1590 i
1
1
I
i
i
I
187o i
i
i Cost/kgI
I
I
I
I
I
i 182.7
I
i
I
I
i
!
l
I
120.5
79.51
62.34
Substantial Mods
df-.55
Mod. Cost
1435
1894
2499
2939
i
I
I
i Cost/kg
I
t
I
I
I
I
I
I
" 287.0
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
! 189.4
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
,' 148.5
I
1
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
: 97.96
Major Mods
df-.75
Mod. Cost
1957
2582
3408
4008
i
i Cost/kg
I
(
i
t
I
t
: 391.4
R
,,
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
1 258.2
I
1
I
1
I
I
b
I
i
I 170.4
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I 133.6
I
Weight = 40 kgs.
I
I
I
I
I
899.3 l 22.48
I
I
I
i 52.462098 I 3297
I
I
I
I
I
i 82.43I 4496
I
" 112.4
I
Weight = 50 kgs. 983.2
I
I
I
I
! 19.68
1
I1
I
2294 45.88 3605
I
I
I
I 72.10
I
I
i
I
L
4916
I
' 98 32
I
I
Notes: 1) All costs are in thousands of dollars
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4.0 Testing Costs
A cursory treatment of testing costs is presented so as to make the cost picture as complete as
possible. However, the applicability of test costs to SBI has not been validated and the guide-
lines presented should be applied with care only where a similarity exists between SBI elements
and/or subsystems, and other manned spacecraft systems.
4.1 Test Hardware
Test hardware costs in past manned programs have included the cost of labor and materials for
major test articles used to verify design concepts. However, test hardware cost relationships
exclude element tests, component tests, qualification and certification tests. The cost of labor
and material for the design, procurement, mstaUation, checkout and operation of the instrumenta-
tion system on major test articles is included and as one might expect, these factors drive the cost
of test hardware up to a value greater than the first unit cost.
The CER's examined put the cost of test hardware at 30% more than the theoretical first unit
(TFU) cost, i.e.i.3 * TFU. It should be noted that this cost is to demonstrate and to verify the
operation of the designed hardware and should not be construed to include experimentation and
testing to acquire biological information of an experimental or research character.
4.2 Integration Assembly and Checkout (IACO)
This factor is most commonly estimated as a function of TFU costs or test hardware costs. It
will generally run on the order of 10 - 20% of test hardware costs for manned systems, but care
must be exercised in applying such a rough rule of thumb to SB[. Therefore, a simple CER is
suggested in cases where PRICE H estimates have not yet been formulated. The CER is as listed
below:
IACO = .3 (1.3 TFU) °'7
The resulting estimate can only be generated when all other hardware costs are available.
4.3 Test Operations
Test operations CER's indicate that costs generally run on the order of 20% to 30% of the cost of
test hardware plus integration, assembly and checkout costs. However, as is the case with other
test related items of cost, the applicability to SBI hardware has not been validated. Nonetheless,
the order of magnitude could be used for SBI estimates pending specific def'mition of test
requirements for the various experiments.
Examination of the SBI hardware list (Ref.SBI No. 87) and the Life Science Laboratory
Equipment description (Ref. SBI No.88) suggests that test operations could vary from lit-de or
nothing all the way up to the level indicated in CER's and approximated above.
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5.0 SE&I Costs
SE,&I cost for the design and development phase are generally expressed as a function of the
DDT&E + Systems Test Hardware + LACO + Test Operations + GSE costs. However, the lower
end of the validity range is almost $I.0 billion of DDT&E costs and the applicability to SBI is
extremely doubtful. For that-reason, it is recommended that the preliminary SBI SE&I cost be
taken as I0% to 15% of the SBI total system development cost until a detailed estimate or a
PRICE H value is generated.
6.0 Program Management Costs
Program management costs usually run 5% of the total of all other costs, i.e., 5% of the sum of
DDT&E + IACO + Test Hardware + Test Operations + GSE + SE&I (for DDT&E) costs.
Inasmuch as there is no basis to assume that SBI program management cost is any more or any
less than other types of programs, it seems reasonable to use a very preliminary value of this
order of magnitude for budgetary estimating purposes.
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7.0 Life Cycle Costs
As noted previously in this appendix, life cycle cost information is not available and therefore
only a subjective treamaent of the subject is possible. Nonetheless, Table 7-1 provides some
worthwhile insights concerning all the SB[ trade study subjects being addressed by Eagle.
T',tken singIy, these subjects reveal tlae following probable life cycle impacts.
7.1 Study No. 3 - Miniaturization
The possible reduction of cost due to the hnpact of weight reduction is more theoretical than
achievable. Indications are fairly clear that most attempts to miniaturize will cost rather than
save money. Therefore. one must conclude that the reason for attempting size reductions is other
than cost savings. It is beyond the scope of this write-up to postulate or to speculate further.
7.2 Study No. 4 - Modularity and Commonality
If the SBI program-wide support can be mobilized m support modular design and the develop-
ment of hardware for common application to a number of SBI experiments and/or facilities, the
cost benefit should be very significant. All the factors noted in Table 7-1 tend to substantiate
this conclusion and only the programmatic direction and support has any identifiable cost or
problem related to it.
Modular designs and common equipment should be a top priority requirement, goal and
objective of SBI effort.
7.3 Study No. 5 - COTS vs. New Hardware
COTS should be regarded as a slightly trickier subject than commonality due to the potential
pitfalls and cost penalties that can be incurred in its application to spaceflight. Nonetheless, the
potential cost savings are large enough so that judicious use of COTS where it fits with the SBI
program appears to be a cost-wise approach which could yield tremendous cost benefits for ordy
nominal tecbmical risk. Technical risk which can be offset by care in selecting, testing, and
screening the procured items.
The use of modified COTS in lieu of a new design appears to pay off until the modification cost
approaches the cost of an optimized new piece of hardware. The cut-off point has not been
clef'reed but would make art interesting and worthwhi/e follow-on study. Intuitively one would
expect to fred a series of cut-off points that are a function of the hardware complexity, and
therefore, the cost and complexity of the modification program.
7.4 Study No. 6 - Rack Compatibility
To a greater degree than the other SBI trade studies, this subject seems to defy analysis that
could give cost trend indications or life cycle cost indicators. Nevertheless, if one assumes that
the inter-program coordination of rack compatibility can be accomplished with a reasonable
effort, there exists the possibility to lower cost, to reduce the cost of data normalizing and
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comparison,and improvedscientific datareturnmight possiblybe a companionbenefit to lower
experimentationcosts.
The entire spectrumof life cycle costsbeyondthe designandprogram managementphasethat
would accruedue to compatibility all appearto be very positive and beneficial. Logistics,
ground processing, pre-flisl_t checkout, operations, repair and replacernent all would be
impacted in a beneficial way by this approach. A comparable achievement that comes to mind is
the establishment of standard equipment racks by the International Air Transport Association
(IATA). The benefits apply to a large number of items (commercial transports) and of course
the impact is greater, but the concept has been a true bonanza to all the world's commercial
airlines. Rack compatibility is potentially a sm',dler sized cousin to IATA's achievement.
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8.0 Recommendations
. Perform a follow-on effort to generate a designer's "John Commonsense" manual for cost
avoidance and/or reduction. The manual should be a series of simple groundrules and
guidelines to help reduce Space Biology Initiative Program costs. Where possible, a
series of tables or curves to help assess the potential cost gain should be included.
. Mount an effort to accumulate an SBI historical cost data base. The objective should be
at least two-fold. First, identify the breakpoint for various cost trade-offs. Examples are
presented in Figures 3-2 and 3-3 which show that commonality soon reaches a point of
diminishing return insofar as it pertains to development and manufacturing. Given such
breakpoints, explore the possibility of additional life cycle cost benefits which result
from reduced sparing, simplified logistics, reduced maintenance, etc. Second, obtain
enough historical cost information to permit the development of CER's that are properly
scaled for file range of sizes in question. Existing CER's have limitations that may
invalidate their use on SBI. Therefore, actual cost data from ongoing SBI efforts would
provide a valuable asset to future work of a similar nature.
. Consider a foLlow-on program to develop a rule-based or expert system that could be
used for quick cost estimates and cost comparisons. Such an effort can only proceed in
parallel with item 2, above, but the development thne is such that it should begin as soon
as practical.
. Generate a comprehensive compendium of cost estimating relationships and apply them
to SBI. Subsequently, make comparisons with other cost estimating methods in an
attempt to remove the existing programmatic skepticism about the voodoo and black
magic of cost predictions.
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Appendix D - Database Def'mition
D-1
Appendix D. DatabaseDefinition
The database tides for the SBI trade Studies were developed using dBASE IV. The database t-ties
consist of dbf, ndx, and frm flies. The dbf flies are d.BASE IV database tides. NDX fries are the
index flies for the dbf (database) tides. The fi'm fries am report flies for the trade study candidate
and bibliography reports. The SBI trade study database consist of 4 database fries with 78 fields
of information. A complete listing of the database structure and dictionary is included in this
database definition.
D=2
Database Structure For SBI
Structure for database: W:hardware.dbf
Number of data records:
Date of last update :
93
05/30/89
Type Width
Character 3
Character 50
Character 254
Character 55
Character 250
Numeric 6
Numerlc 8
Numerlc 4
Numerlc 6
Numerlc 6
Numerlc 6
Numerlc 8
Character 50
Date 8
Character 50
Character 50
Character 60
Character 4
Character 4
Character 5
Character 5
Character 4
Character 2
Character 6
Character 6
Character 6
Character 6
Character 6
Character 6
Character 6
Character 6
Numeric 4
Numeric 4
Character 4
Numeric 4
Character 4
Logical 1
968
Field Field Name
1 HW_ID
2 HW_NAME
3 HW_DESCRTN
4 HW_FACILIT
5 INFO_SOURC
6 HW_MASS
7 HW_VOLUME
8 HW_POWER
9 HW_VOLTAGE
i0 HW_HEIGHT
ii HW_WIDTH
12 HW_DEPTH
13 REMARKS
14 RECORD_DAT
15 GROUP
16 CATEGORY
17 FUNCTION
18 FAC_ID
19 GROUP_ID
20 MIN_LEVEL
21 CONFIDENCE
22 SUFFIC_DAT
23 PRIORITY
24 MIN_LV_POT
25 MIN_EST_CF
26 MOD_LV_POT
27 MOD_EST_CF
28 COM_LV_POT
29 COM_EST_CF
30 SYS_COMPLX
31 DSN_COMPLX
32 BUY_LV_POT
33 BUY_MOD_LV
34 BUY_EST_CF
35 BUY_OTS_PT
36 BUY_DAT_AV
37 MOD_CAN
** Total **
Trade
Dec
Studies
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Structure for database: W:biblo.dbf
Number of data records: 98
Date of last update : 05/26/89
Field Field Name Type Width
1 BB_ID Character 5
2 AUTHOR_NO1 Character 16
3 AUTHOR_NO2 Character 12
4 AUTHOR_N03 Character 12
5 ART_TITLE Character 135
6 BOOK_TITLE Character 100
7 VOLUME_NO Character 3
8 PUBLISHER Character 42
9 PUBL_LOC Character 32
10 DATE Date 8
ii PAGE_NOS Character 4
12 ABSTRACT Character 100
13 ACQUIRED Character 20
14 COST Numeric 6
15 LOANED Character 4
16 REP_DOC_NO Character 22
17 MOD Logical 1
18 MIN Logical 1
19 COTS Logical 1
20 RACK Logical 1
** Total ** 526
Dec
Structure for database: W:rack_com.dbf
Number of data records: 166
Date of last update : 05/26/89
Field Field Name Type Width
1 IF_ITEM Character 38
2 UNITS Character 8
3 UNIT SYS Character 1
4 ITEM_TYPE Character 12
5 VALUE Character 50
6 MODULE Character 25
** Total ** 135
Dec
Structure for database: W:comm_mod.dbf
Number of data records: 153
Date of last update : 05/30/89
Field Field Name Type Width
1 HW_ID Character 3
2 COMM MOD Character 30
3 COUNT Numeric 1
4 COST_DECSC Numeric 4
5 MASS Numeric 4
** Total ** 43
Dec
2
2
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Appendix D - Database Dictionary for Space Biology Initiative Trade Studies
Hardware.dbf This is the database file for SBI hardware.
Field I HW_ID.
Field 2 HW_NAME
Field 3 HW_DESCRTN
Field 4 HW_FACIZIr
Field 5 I2qFO_SOURC
Field 6 I-IW_MASS
Field 7 HW_VOLUME
Field 8 HW_POWER
Field 9 HW_VOLTAGE
Field I0 H'W_HEIGI.fr
Field I I HW_WIDTH
Field 12 HW_DEFTH
Field 13 REMARKS
Field 14 RECORD_DAT
Field 15 GROUP
Field 16 CATEGORY
Field 17 FUNCTION
Field 18 FAC_ID
Field 19 GROUP_ID
Field 20 MIN_LEVEL
Field 21 CONFIDENCE
Field 22 SUFFIC_DAT
Field 23 PRIORITY
Field 24 MLN_LV_POT
Field 25 IvlIN_EST_CF
Field 26 MOD_LV POT
Field 27 MOD_EST_CF
Field 28 COM_LV_POT
Field 29 COM_EST CF
Field 30 SYS_COMPLX
Field 31 DSN_COMPI.,X
Field 32 BUY_LV_POT
Field 33 BU'Y MOD_LV
Field 34 BLrY_EST_CF
Field 35 BLrY_OTS_PT
Field 36 BUY_DAT_AV
Field 37 MOD_CAN
Unique identification number for each hardware item
Hardware name
Hardware description
Facility where SBI hardware is used
Information source for SBI hardware data
Hardware mass
Hardware volume
Hardware power requirement
Hardware voltage requirements
Hardware height
Hardware width
Hardware depth
Remad_ concerning SBI hardware equipment
Update of last record
Hardware group
Hardware category
Hardware function
Hardware facility ID number
Hardware group ID number
Miniaturization level for hardware
Confidence level for miniaturization
Is them sufficient data to make a decision of hardware
miniamxization?
Priority level for hardware item based on mass
Miniaturization level potential for the hardware item
Confidence level for minianmzation
Modularity potential for hardware item
Confidence level for modularity estimate
Commonality potential for hardware item
Confidence level for commonality estimate
System complexity for hardware item
Design complexity for hardware item
Percent Buy for Hardware Item
Percent modification to Buy Hardware Item
Confidence Level for Make-or-Buy Estimate
Percentage of COTS hardware that does not require
modification
Is sufficient data available for make-or-buy estimate
Logical field can the hardware item be modularized Y or N
D-5
biblo.dbf
Field 1
Field 2
Field 3
Field 4
Field 5
Field 6
Field 7
Field 8
Field 9
Field 10
Field I i
Field 12
Field 13
Field 14
Field 15
Field 16
Field 17
Field 18
Field 19
Field 20
This is the database for bibliography information.
BB_ID
AUTHOR_NO1
AUTHOR_NO2
AUTHOR_NO3
ART_Trr 
BOOK_TITLE
VOLUME_NO
PUBLISHER
PUBL LOC
DATE
PAGE_NOS
ABSTRACT
ACQ 
COST
LOANED
REP_DOC_NO
MOD
MIN
CUTS
RACK
Identification mtmber for the reference
First author
Second author
Third author
Title of article
Tide of book
Volume number
Publisher
Publisher's address
Date of publication
Page number of reference
Abstract
Where the reference was acquired
Cost of reference
Where the reference was loaned from
Report or document number
Was tl_ reference used on the modularity trade study? y
or n
Was this reference used on the miniatm'ization trade study?
y orn
Was this reference used on the make-or-buy trade study? y
or n
Was this reference used on the rack compatibility trade
study? y or n
rack com.dbf This is the database file for the rack comparison study.
Field 1
Field 2
Field 3
Field 4
Field 4
Field 5
IF ITEM
UNITS
UN1T_SYS_
1TEMTYPE
VALUE
MODULE
I/F item being compared, i.e. power conveners
Units of comparison, i.e. inches
Unit system, i.e. metric
Functional Grouping of IF Item i.e. Data Mgmt.
Value of the comparison
Module, i.e.U.S. Lab
comm mod.dbf
u
This is the design modularity and commonality database
Field 1
Field 2
Field 3
Field 4
Field 5
HW_ID
COMM_MOD
COUNT
COST_DECSC
MASS
Unique identificationumber for each hardware item
Modularity function/assembly
Used to total hardware items in COMM_MOD Field
Cost description
Mass of hardware item
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Appendix E - Detailed Hardware Descriptions
E-!
_eoorr _aTe _/89
Controlled Ecological
Life Support System
Title Germination Experiment Kit
Element No 1- I Revision A
q
Project FEAST
Objective
I .) Provide a means for initial screening of plant cultivars in terms
of lheJr ability to germinale in _-g.
2.) Determine root-shool onentatlon under _.-g conditions.
Hardware Specification=;
Weight (Kg} 27.3 Height (m) .253 Width (m) .440
Depth (m) .516 Tamp Range Ambient
Peak Power (Kw) .300 Cont Power (Kw) .150
Hardware Statue Mo¢l existing
Revision Date Anr 4. 1989
Hardware Description
Modified Plant Growth Unit.
Desired Features/Functions
1. Lighting : LED @ >180 i_mot/sq.m/s
2. Bas)¢ nutrient delivery
3. Video recording and/or downlink capability
Power Source
STS Mid-deck.
i
Dalai Oownlink Reqe
1.5 MBPS Video; 1.6 KBPS Voice
Rack Mounted/Stowed STS Midded(
i
Hardware Specifications
Item Specific Support Equlpt
Plant Growth Module
Design Status
Modific_ion to PGU required.
Development Coat (SK) 5,700
Development Time (months) 12
Anticipated Launch Date 1992 & 1996
Risk Category 1
CEL%SIFEAST Harctware Data Sheet
T_e_orr DaTe 4/5189
Germination Experiment Kit
Science Justification
Identified Experiments
CELSS Germination Sludies.
=| =
History
Utilizes existing PGU design with modification for germination studies.
Problem/Issues&Concerns
none
Vendor Source List
Interface Requirements
STS Mid-deck.
Special Considerations
none
i ,
Safety Issues
none
i
Flight Opportunity USML-1 (3/92) & USML-4 (5/96)
Notes
1.) Two flights needed : Possible flights are USML-1 and USML-4.
REV A • Revised cost 4/4/89 from $5250K to $2700K to reflect changes in Cost Estimates.
CEL3_IFEASTHarclwareDala Sheet
_eoorrDaTe. 4/5189
Controlled Ecological
Life Support System
Title Gee/Liquid Handling Experiment H/W
Element No 2 I Revision
|
Project FEAST
A
Objective
1.) To evaluate and demonstrate fundamental physical pnnciples of
gas and liquid handling, mixing and separation under _.-g
environment as applied to CELSS lechnology development.
2.} To demonstrate concept design for gas4iquk:rhandling systems
in I_-g.
Hardware Specifications
Hardware Status Planned
Revision Date Apr 4, 1989
Hardware Description
An experiment package for KC-135, STS (GAS
or Mid-deck) or Spacelab for evaluating physx:al
pn.ncipi.espertaining to gas and liquid handling,
mLxlng and separatx)n under )_-g conditkons.
Desired Features/Functions
1. Video recording and/or downlink capabilily
2. Capable of mixing and separmion tests of a
variety o! gas/liquid combinations common to
CELSS (water/air, nutrient solution/air,atc)
3. Thermal and shock isolation
4. Liquid and gas containment
5. Various gas and liquid reservoirs
Weigh! (Kg) 27.3
Depth (m) .516
Peak Power (Kw) .3
Hotght (m) .253 Width (m) .440
Tamp Range Ambient
Cent Powl, r (Kw) .15
Power Source
Standard KC-135, Spaceiab or NSTS source.
Data Downiink Reqs
.05 KBPS Command; 1.5 KBPS Digital; 1.5 MBPS Video; 1.6 KBPS
6. Mixing and separation chamber
7. Simp4e PLC control with conlrol valves.
Item Specific Support Equipt
none
Voice
Rack Mounled/Stowed NSTS:Mid-deck Stowage
SL : Rack Mounted
Hardware Specifications
1. Mid-dec_ locker size, may be partial SL rack size, Design Status
New Design
Development Cost ($K) 1,500
Development Time (months) 24
Anticipated Launch Dale 1993
Risk Category 3
"_eoorl_Q_e 41,5/89
Gas/Liquid Handling Experiment H/W
Science Justification
Evaluation of physical principles for FEAST.
Identified Experiments
History
Existing liquid/gas transfer, mixing and separation technologies for p.-g from previous space flight vehicles and
payloads,
Problem/Issues&Concerns
none at present
Vendor Source List
none at present
Interface Requirements
Standard KC-135, NSTS or SL
Special Considerations
Containment of liquids and gases.
Safety
none
ISsues
ii
Flight Opportunity USML-2 (8/93)
Notes
REV A : Revised cost 4/4/89 from $3000K to $1500K. Changed Unit No. from 3 to 2 to reflecl Cost Estimate
categorization; added mist data to various categories.
CELSSIFEAST Harclware Data Sheet
r_eoon _aTe 4/,5/89
Controlled Ecological
Life Support System
Title Water Condensation & Re-cycling Exp H/W
Element No 3 I Revision A
m
Project FEAST
Objective
1.) To determine problems associated with water condensation
technologies under p.-g.
2.) Demonstrate and prove-out concel0tual designs.
Hardware Specifications
Weight (Kg) 27.3 Height (m) .253 Width (m)
Depth (m) .516 Temp Range Ambient
Peak Power (Kw) .300 Cont Power (Kw) .150
Power Source
Standard platform source.
Oats Downllnk Reqs
Rack Mounted/Stowed Rack Mounted or Stowed.
Hardware Specifications
Hardware Status Planned
Revision Date Apr 4, 1989
Hardware Description
Spacelab, NSTS middeck or KC-135 size
experiment package for water condensation
studies.
Desired Features/Functions
1. Video recording an_or downlink capability
2. Water ValOr source and water reservoir
3. Condensation chamber with cooling
4. Stream processing capability at various rates
5. Monitoring capability of : relative humidty,
.44O
liquid volume, process rates
Item Speclflc Support Equipt
none
Design Status
New Design
Development Cost ($K) 2,900
Development Time (months)
Anticipated Launch Date 1995
Risk Category 4
CEI.._IFEAST Harclware Data Sheet
_epo_ Do_e 415189
Water Condensation & Re.cycling Exp H/W
Science Justification
Identified Experiments
History
Problem Issues&Concerns
Vendor Source List
Interface Requirements
Special Considerations
i
Safety Issues
i i
Flight Opportunity USML-3 (1/95)
Notes
1.) Two flights may be required.
2.) May only require KC-135 flight to validate.
3.)
REV A : Revised cost 4/4/89 from $5800K to $2900K. Chlnged Unit No. from 2 to 3 to reflecl Cost Estimate
categorization.
_eOo_ Dare 4/5/89
Controlled Ecological
Life Support System
Title Nutrient Delivery Test H/W
Element No 4 I Revision
m
Project FEAST
Objective
1. To evaluate plant nutrient delivery concepts under I_-g
conditions for CELSS technology development.
Hardware Specifications
Hardware Status Planned
Revision Date Apt 4, 1989
Hardware Description
Weight (Kg) 27.3
Depth (m) .516
Peek Power (Kw}
Height (m) .253 Width (m) .440
Temp Range Ambient
.300 Coat Power (Kw) .150
A
Size of two m¢lded_ rockers on STS to study
basK: I_-g nutrient delivery systems.
Desired Features/Functions
1. Video recording and/or downlink capability.
2. Capability for testing a number of nutrient
delivery concepts
3. Liquid and gas containment
Power Source
Standard rnid-dec_ power source or equivalent
Data Oownlink Reqs
.05 KBPS Command; 1.5 KBPS DigP,_J; 1.5 MBPS Video; 1.6 KBPS
Voice
Rack Mounted/Slowed Stowed
Hardware Specifications
Item Specific Support Equipt
none
Design Status
New Design
Oevuiopment Cost ($K) 3,475
0evelopment Time (months) 24
Anticipated Launch Date 1992 & Igg6
Risk Category 4
_e_ort Do_e 415189
Nutrient Delivery Test H/W
Science JuetlflcalIon
Provides _estand _emonstrat_onofnutrientdeliverysystems forCELSS technologies.
i
Identified Experlm¶nts
|
History
None
Problem/Issues&Concern s
Vendor Source List
None
Interface Requirements
Special Considerations
Safety Issues
ii
Flight Opportunity SLS-2 (7/92) & IML4 (3/96)
Notes
REV A : Revised cost 4/4/89 from $6850K to $3475K.
CELSSIFEASTHarclwareData Sheet
_eoon DaTe 4/_189
Controlled Ecological
Life Support System
Title CELSS Test Factlity
Element No 5 t Revision A
m
Project FEAST
Objective
I.) To providea facilityforconductingplantproductivitystudies
from seed tomaturity(insome instancesseed toseed) withmixed
crops and inmixed maturitiesunder _,-grav_conditions,
2.) Assess system reliability and maintainability for CELSS
technologies.
Hardware Specifications
Weight (Kg) 634.7 Helgh! (m) 1.89 Width (m) 1.05
Depth (m) 0.91 Tamp Range S.S. Ambient
Peak Power (Kw) 2.0 Con! Power (Kw) 1.5
Power Source
Standard Rack power
Data Oownlink Reqs
.05 KBPS Command, 1.5 KBPS Digital, 1.5 MEPS Video, 1.6 KBPS
Voice
Rack ltounted/Slowed Rack Mounted
Hardware Specifications
Hsrdwsre Status Planned
Revision Date A_or4. 1989
Hardware Description
Crop growth research facility lor seed-to-seed
crop studies under _-gravrty. IOC Station
Freedom implementation.
I
Desired Features/Functions
1. Modular subsystem elements to allow for
design evolution.
2. LED lighting system
3. Standard double rack size.
4. Complete control of inputs and outputs to
Station ambient arm.
S.
6.
7.
item
1. Lighting : 0 - 3000 i,t.mol/sq.m/s
2. Modular nutrient delivery system
3. Sealed enclosure wl access and windows
4. Fully controllal:de HVAC
5. Pressure compensation system
6. Water condensation & re-c'fcling capability
7. Control of internal gaseous environment (O2, CO?., N2)
8. Microbial monitoring capability
9. Monitoring, control and data acquisition systems
10. Automated specimen handling
11. Growing Area: 0.71 sq.m, max growing height : 0.85 m
12. Se_-.contained with modular subsystems
13. Fuill control of parameters we!hangspecified ranges
Implements automation and expert systems.
Full complement DAS.
Maximized degree of closure
Specific Support Equlpt
CTF Germination and Storage Chamber.
Design Status
New Design
Development Cost ($K) 42,050
Development Time (month==) 72
Antlctpaled Launch Date 1998
Rick Category 3
CEL.%IFEASTHarclwareData Sheet
PeOo_ _aTe 415/89
CELSS Test Facility
Science Justification
Hardware is mandatory for developement of future CELSS technologies and advanced life support systems.
ii i
Identified Experiments
Hardware to be used in meeting CELSS Projecl FEAST objectives.
History
Major design elements derived from non-flight Crop Growth Research Chamber (CGRC) requirements.
i
Problem/Issues&Concerns
Nutrient dlivery system, lighting, & power.
Vendor Source List
None at presenL
|
Interface Requirements
Standard Space Station Freedom rack interlaces.
Special Considerations
None
Safety
None
Jssuee
i i
Flight Opportunity PMC S.S. Freedom
Notes
1. Establish reliability baseline for CELSS hardware
2. Needs maintenance scenario and possibty S/E for same.
3. Current crop candidates are : Potatoes, soybeans, wheat, tomato, lettuce, radish, rice, onion, legume & spinach.
REV A : Revised cost 4/4/89 from $15,000K to $42,050K to reflect incorporation of CROP elements into CTF. Revised
growing area from 1.5 - 2.0 sq.m to 0.71 sq.m, power from 1.ekW to 2.0 Kw peak and 1.2 - 1.3 kW cent to 1.5kW, mass
changed from 1000 kg to 634.7 kg.
CELS_/F_T Naraware 0oio _neew
_eoorl DaTe 415189
Controlled Ecological
Life Support System
Title CTF Germination Chamber
Element No 8 I Revision
m
Project FEAST
NR
Objective
1. To provide environment for germinating seeds prior to planting in
the CTF.
2. To provide seed storage.
Hardware Specifications
Weight (Kg) 6.8 Height (m) .253 Width (m) ,440
Depth (m) .516 Tamp Range S.S. Ambient
Peak Power (Kw) .300 Cont Power (Kw) .150
Hardware Statue P[anne<l
Revision Date
Hardware Dnecrlption
Provides germination environment for seed
germination proir to p]anting in the CELSS Test
Fa_lity d Approx. the size of STS Middeck
Locket
Desired Features/Functions
1. Air-fight chamber
2. Humid_ contmJled
3, Heat, shock and vibration isolated
Power Source
none required
Data Downlink Reqs
none
Rack Mounted/Slowed Stowed
Hardware Specifications
Approximately the size of a NSTS Middeck Locker.
Item Specific Support Equlpt
nora
i i
Design Status
New Design
Development Cost ($K)
Development Time (months)
Anticipated Launch Date
Risk Category
800
12
lgg8
1
CELS31FEAST Hardware Data Sheet
,_e_on Da_e 415189
CTF Germination Chamber
Science Justification
Provides germination of seeas _ior to planting in the CTF.
storage.
ii
Identified Experiments
none
Reduces operational power demand on CTF. Prov_es seed
History
Plant Growth Unit.
Problem/Issues&Concerns
none
Vendor Source List
none
Interface Requirements
Special Considerations
Safety Issues
i
Flight Opportunity PMC Spaco Station Freedom
i
Notes
1. Provides for two separate and independent compartments: a.) Seed storage compartment and b.) Germination
compartment.
2. Seed compartment could also be used for misc. equipment stowage
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Gas-Grain Simulation Facility: Description
The Gas-Grain Simulation Facility (GGSF), currently under development by the Exobiology
Flight Experiments Prog, mm at Ames Research Center, is a facility-class payload proposed for the
Space Station. The GGSF will be used to simulate and investigate fundamental chemical and
physical processes such as the formation, collision and interaction of droplets, grains and other
panicles.
The Gas-Grain Simulation Facility will occupy a Space Station double rack. It will consist of
several subsystems supporting an adaptable 10 liter experiment chamber. Subsystems will provide
environmental control (e.g., temperature, pressure, gas mixture and humidity), measurement
equipment (e.g., video cameras, optical particle counters, spectrometers, and photometers), and
energy sources. Subsystems will also furnish: command and control capability; mechanisms for
producing, injecting, and removing particles and clouds of particles; and levitation devices for
positioning particles and keeping them in fixed positions away from the chamber walls. GGSF
mass and power requirements are estimated to be 700 to 800 Kg and 1500 W peak (750 W
average) respectively.
The GGSF will be modular in design; that is, it will have an adaptable configuration allowing
subsystem components to be connected in a number of ways. Modularity will also allow the
GGSF to evolve. At an early stage, the GGSF would be capable of supporting those experiments
which promise high scientific yield and require only a few subsystems. Further, modularity will
allow outdated subsystems to be replaced. New experiment chambers will be brought to the Space
Station once a year so the GGSF will have a very long, useful Lifetime (i.e., 10 years).
The facility's computer will control all operations of the facility during an experiment and have an
autonomous decision making capability. Data exchange requirements, estimated at 20 to 40
kilobytes per day, are modest. Data/command uplinks will occur about twice per week. Aside
from time needed for the initial set-up and calibration of experiments, crew time requirements will
be minimal.
One possible GGSF operational sequence is as follows: A chamber designed for a series of
experiments is "plugged in" to the GGSF and subsystems are attached in the configuration
necessary for the fn'st experiment. A command is then given to begin the execution of
preprogrammed instructions for performing the experiment. After the first experiment is
completed, the system may be reconfirm.wed for the second experiment. When the sequence of
experiments associated with the first chamber is completed, the chamber is removed and stored for
return to Earth and a second chamber is attached for the next sequence of experiments.
Since many of the suggested GGSF experiments require gravitational accelerations of
10 -4 to 10 .2 g, it will be necessary to consider the background gravitational gradient when
deciding where in the Space Station to place the G(3SF. The GGSF will take advantage of some
of the user support systems supplied by the Space Station such as the 10 .3 ton" "house" vacuum
and data from the accelerometer system. Also, given the delicate physical and chemical properties
of some particles generated in the GGSF, some preliminary sample analysis on the Space Station
may be desirable. Such analysis will require special sample handling equipment and analytical
tools. For example, some GGSF experiments will use a Scanning Electron Microscope, a Gas
Chromatograph, a Mass Spectrometer, a (micro) mass measurement system, and/or a High
Pressure Liquid Chromato_raph if they are available.
Gas-Grain Simulation Facility: Science Rationale/Objectives
In manv asn'ophysicaI and geological systems (atmospheric clouds, interstellar clouds, planetary.
rings, "f'itan's organic aerosols, Martian dust storms, etc.), processes involving small particles
significantly contribute to the overall behavior of the system. Grain nucleation and aggregation,
low velocity particle collisions, and charge accumulation are a few of the processes that influence
such systems. Particles undergoing these processes include interstellar grains, protoplanetary
particles, atmospheric aerosols, combustion products, and pre-biotic organic polymers.
The ability to simulate and investigate these types of systems and processes would present an
exciting opportunity to answer long-standing scientific questions concerning the life and death of
stars, the formation of the Solar System, and the connection between the Solar System's evolution
and the appearance of life. These investigations would also increase our understanding of
processes of immediate concern such as acid rain formation, ozone depletion, and climatic change
on Earth. Furthermore, investigation of particle systems is essential to the achievement of NASA's
scientific goal to attain a deep understanding of the Solar System, Earth, and the origin of life.
Many particle systems arc not well understood because parameters relevant to these systems are
poorly determined or unknown. Examples of such parameters are the coagulation rate of aerosol
particles, the size distribution of particles nucleated from a gas, and the dependence of aggregation
efficiency on material properties. Due to rapid particle settling in a 1g environment, these
parameters are diffg:ult and in many cases impossible to measure in experimental simulations on
Earth.
In the study of small particle processes relevant to scientific issues mentioned above, the demands
on experiment design are severe. Two common requirements are low relative velocities between
particles and long time periods during which the particles must be suspended. Generally, the
suspension times required are substantially longer than can be attained in 1g. Furthermore, for
many studies, Earth's gravity can interfere directly with the phenomenon under study (e.g., weak
inter-particle forces) or preclude the establishment of proper experimental conditions (e.g., a
convection-free environment). Consequently, many processes are not amenable to experimentation
in lg.
However, in the Earth-orbitalenvironment, the effectsof gravityarereduced by a factorof as
much as one million.In thisenvironment, previouslyimpracticalor impossible experiments
become feasible..Small-particleprocesses which cannot bc studiedon Earth can be investigatedin
Earth.-orbit with a general-purpose microgravity particle research facility such as the Gas-Grain
Simulation Fa_lity (GGSF).
The GGSF, a facility-class payload proposed for the Space Station, will be used to simulate and
investigate fundamental chemical and physical processes such as the formation, collision and
interaction of droplets, grains and other particles. Scientific issues that can be addressed with the
Gas-Grain Simulation Facility are relevant to the disciplines of exobiology, planetary science,
ast_physics, atmospheric science, biology, and physics and chemistry. To date, twenty candidate
GGSI:: experiments have been identified and described in detail. The candidate experiments are as
follows:
1. Low-Velocity Collisions Be.,'ween Fragile Aggregates
2. Low-Energy Grain Interaction/Solid Surface Tension
3. Cloud Forming Experiment
4. PlanetaryRingParticleDynamics
5. Ag_egauon of FineGeologicalParticulatesin PlanetaryAtmospheres
6. Condensationof Wateron CarbonaceousParticles
7. Optical Propertiesof Low-TemperatureCloudCrystals
8. Ice Scavengingand Aggregation
9. Synthesis of Thotin in Microgravity and Measurement of its Optical Properties
10. Metallic Behavior of Aggregates
11. Investigations of Organic Compound Synthesis on Surfaces of Growing Particles
12. Crystallization of Protein Crystal-Growth Inhibitors
13. Dipolar Grain Coagulation and Orientation
14. Titan Atmospheric Aerosol Simulation
15. Surface Condensation and Annealing of Chondritic Dust
16. Studies of Fractal Particles
17. Emission Properties of Particles and Clusters
18. Effect of Convection on Particle Deposition and Coagulation
19. Growth and Reproduction of Microorganisms in a Nutrient Aerosol
20. Long Term Survival of Human Microbiota in and on Aerosols
The GGSF will be sufficiandy flexible to accommodate the above as well as many other
scientifically important investigations without compromising the requirements of any particular
investigation. By extending the range of conditions in which experiments can be performed, the
GGSF will be a powerful tool for studying the physics of small particles and grains. Important
advances in our understanding of the many small-particle phenomena should follow from the new
ability to study subtle small-particle effects and interactions.
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Gas-Grain Simulation Facility: Hardware
The Gas-Grain Simulation Facility (GGSF) consists of eight subsystems which are complimentary
and interdependent. All of the subsystems are necessary for meeting the facility science
requirements. The GGSF subsystems and hardware are as follows:
o
o
o
°
o
Q
o
o
General Purpose Experiment Chamber/Containment Subsystem
(Includes ports, feed-throughs, subsystem interfaces, double- or triple-
containment, vibration isolation, EM shielding, etc.)
Chamber Environment Regulation/Monitoring Subsystem
(For regulation and monitoring of temperature, pressure, and humidity. Includes
gas-handling system, filters, etc.)
Aerosol Generation/Measurement Subsystem
(Includes aerosol generators, size spectrum analyzers, CN Counter, electrostatic
classifier, dryer, charge neutralizer, etc.)
Chamber Illumination, Optics, and Imaging Subsystem
(Includes UV sources, camera with optics, various lamps, photometer, etc.)
Spectrometry/Optical Scattering Subsystem
(Includes spectrometers, lasers, photodetectors and other support equipment for
light scattering measurements, etc.)
Par_cle Manipulation and Positioning Subsystem
(Includes acoustic levitator, particle injection mechanisms, panicle retrieval
mechanisms, etc.)
Computer Control and Data Acquisition Subsystem
(Includes microcomputer and console, data bus, data storage, control electronics,
etc.)
Storage Locker
(For storing special gas mixtures, fluids for aerosol generators, interfaces and
adaptors, PI-provided hardware, samples produced in experiment runs, film, etc.)
LIFE SCIENCES FLIGHT PROGRAMS CHANGE REQUEST
Refer_n;'_ Documentation:
Life Sciences Hardware List for the Space Station Freedom Era. R-0006
Description of Chan_e:
Change the Exobiology Facility section to reflect the following:
EXOBIOLOGY FACILITY (8)
Gas-Grain Simulation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
Volume Weight Power
(cu. m) (kg) (watts)
Facility Hardware Group (8A) 2.40 800 1500
General Purpose Experiment Chamber/Containment Subsystem 0.48 200 0
Chamber Environment Regulation/Monitoring Subsystem 0.23 80 200
Aerosol Generation/Measurement Subsystem 0.45 150 300
Chamber Illumination, Optics, and Imaging Subsystem 0.20 80 200
Spectrome_'y/Optical Scattering Subsystem 0.20 150 300
Particle Manipulation and Positioning Subsystem 0.16 50 200
Computer Control and Data Acquisition Subsystem 0.20 50 300
Storage Locker 0.48 40 0
_IU,_ fication/R arion ale:
This Change Request identifies the component subsystems of the Gas-Grain Simulation Facility
(8A) and includes the volume, weight and power estimates for each subsystem. The additional"
0.48 cubic meters of volume indicated in this Change Request is required for storage of items such
as special gas mixtures, fluids for aerosol generators, experiment-produced samples to be returned
to Earth, and film. These changes reflect further refinement of the Gas-Grain Simulation Facility
requiremenm.
3/3/89
Gas-Grain Simulation Facility: Hardware Definitions
General Purpose Experiment Chamber/Containment Subsystem: The Gas-Grain Simulation
Facility (GGSF) expe:-/ment chamber for studying small-par_cle processes and interactions in
microgravity.
Chamber Environment Regulation/Monitoring Subsystem: A Ga_-Grain Simulation Facility
(GGSF) subsystem that establishes, regulates, and removes the gas-mixture in the GGSF chamber
as well as monitors and regulates the chamber/gas temperature, pressure, and humidity.
Aerosol Generation/Measurement Subsystem: A Gas-Grain Simulation Facility (GGSF')
subsystem that generates and introduces into the GGSF chamber aerosol clouds of various
concentration, particle-size, and dispersion and monitors the cloud size-distribution and total
concentration.
Chamber Illumination, Optics, and Imaging Subsystem: A Gas-Grain Simulation Facility (GGSF)
subsystem that provides optical imaging of processes occurring in the GGSF chamber and
prov:des various light/energy sources.
Spectrometry/Optical Scattering Subsystem: A Gas-Grain Simulation Facility (GGSF) subsystem
that measures light-scattea'ing and extinction properties of aerosol/dust clouds and single grams.
Particle Manipulation and Positioning Subsystem: A Gas-Grain Simulation Facility (GGSF)
subsystem that mechanically and/or aerodynamically injects particles into the chamber, manipulates
them by acoustic and/or aerodynamic levitation, and retrieves samples from the chamber.
Gas-Grain Simulation Facility Computer Control and Data Acquisition Subsystem: A Gas-Grain
Simulation Facility (GGSF) subsystem which provides computer and electronic control of
experiments, data acquisition and storage.
Gas-Grain Simulation Facility Storage Locker: A locker to store Gas-Grain Simulation Facility
(GGSF') support materials such as Pl-provided equipment and special dust or aerosol mixtures for
a planned suite of experiments and to store samples for return to Earth.


